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THE STDRY of Malcolm Lowry is a
strange case of artist transformed into
the hem - ‘and transformed, which
makes the matter all the more curious,
mainly because of his limitations as a”
artist. When Lowry died in 1957, he
was still a relatively little-known
writer. A readership smsll enough to
regard itself as a kind of esoteric cult
had recognized that one of his novels
- ufxle? t/t.? volean - was among
the fictional masterpieces of our time.
But I+xwy had published nothing
else that resembled Under the Volcano
either in dimension or in quality. Hi
only other printed novel, Ulimmaritze,
was a” apprentice work in which one
has io search hard. even in
afterthought, to find premonitory
signsofthe literary power that emanated from Under the Volcano.
The% two novels and a few short
stories and sketches were the sole
completed works of almost 30 years in
which, when he was not drinking
madly, Lowry was writing with “eurotic fury. It ls true that Lowry left a
mass of written material but, apart
from sonx rather second-rate poems,
only enough was complete at his death
to make into the volume of short stories
entitled Heur Us 0 Lmdfmm Heaven
7%~ Dwelliw Plecc. Two posthumous
novels were later put together by his
widow and her editorial collaborators
and published under the titles October
Feny to Gabrioka and Dark os the
Grave Wherein hfy Friend b LaLI; how
“ear they are tb what Lowry intended
- if Lowry ever knew what he intended - is entirely conjectural. Both of
them, in any case., turned out to be
interesting drafts of novels, which
“ever escaped from an autobiographical obsession with the author’s
neuroses. They had neither Ihe power.
“or the extraordinary .poetic
. evocative. .~ .
“ess. nor the marvellowly integrated
planning of Under the Volcano. A few

of Lowry’s writll are still left
onoublished but we can exoect little
from them. Thus, after ‘16 years
of editing by Lmvry’s friehds, and
16 years of expectation by his
aficionados, we are left precisely
where we were on the day Lowry died
in England from a mixture of sleeping
tablets and liquor. He is still of interest
as a writer mainly on the strength of
Under the Vofcono, wivithoul which he
already would have bee” forgotten,
and of a handful of very good phllosophlc short stories.
Yet, &I this thin record, Lowry has
become one of the most discussed
writers of his. time, and recently two
new books on him have appeared within a ,few weeks of each other, Tony
Kllgallin’s Lowry, which only deals
with the two “authorized” novels, and
Douglas .Day’s Malcolm Lowty, a
critical life. Tl?ese bring to seven the
total of books devoted entirely to
Lowry that have so far bee” published,
all during the past live years. Three ox
them have appeared first in Canada,
where Lowry lived for most of his last
18 years, a fact we have not been sl&v
to use in claiming him as a Canadian I
writer; the other four. including Day’s
book, are by Americans; Lowry’s
fellow Englishmen have bee” cautious
in writing o” him at length. Ironically,
apart from book reviews, nobody
wrote anything, not eve” a critical
article, on Lowry when he was alive.
scraps

Day has faced much greater problems than the other writers of books
on Lowry, since his Malcolm Lowry is
the first book that (in 450 pages)
attempts to be comprehensive, critical
as well as biographical. The effort has
led him into a number of problems,
and he has far from solved them all ln
a neat or satisfying way.
The first difficulty comes with the
plac@ of his criticism. He deals with
that by interspersing his narrative
passages with long critical interludes
on Lowry’s books as they were publlshed (or in the case of posthumous
books, as they appeared most slgnificantly in Lowry’s writing life). Since
Day ls a lumbering and myopic critic,
this slows down the pace of the book
irremediably, and sometimes it seems
as if the talk will “ever end and the
action will “ever start up again. Yet
one sees a reason’ for the arrangement.
Lowry’s life, ungarnished by his
books,would bi a rather monotonous
account of boozing and domestic mishaps; he knkw few famous or eve”
interesting people and lived mainly in
Ihe inner wdrld of his writing and his
neuroses.
Yet it is this inwardly oriented
mind and this in many ways grotesquely unsuccessful life that have tumed Lowry, as a similar life turned
Dylan Thomas. into a myth. He has
become in our minds a real-life
example of the anti-hero who has
flourished in western “owls for fnany
decades now, but the kind of cult of
which Lowry is the object is perhap
eve” older than existentialist antiheroism. It is a romantic cult of which
one of. the most notorious examples is
the myth of Oscar Wilde. who never
wrote a book eve” as good as Under
the Volcano #but who &II haunts our
minds as a kind ‘of sacriflclal figure.
Wilde was sacrificed by society; Lowry
was sacrificed by inner forces,of selfdestruction that eve” he hardly recognized. But the end result has been the.
same. The fact of Lowry 16 years’after
his death is his one great wo’rk of the
imagination, Under the Volcano; the
myth is his life as we see it.
This, of course, poses enormous
problems for the biographer, since
eve” before Lowry died, ihe myth was
being fed not only by many of
Lowry’s acquaintances but also by
Lowry himself. Eve” his letters have to
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be read with great caution; much in
them is fiction. In the case of many
events in Lowry’s life Douglas Day has
hd to sift very carefully what is
obviously fact from what looks very
much like invention by Lowry or ‘by
someone else. If you read Mdcblm
.b_nv~ and Kllgallin’s Lowry together,
you will be struck by the divergent
accounts of Lowry’s flit days io Vancouver wheo he lodged with a former
sergeant-tiajor who happens to be still
alive. Kilgallin derived hi story from
the landlord, who portrays himself as
Lowry’s long suffering benefactor;

Day gives a story from pro.lawry
sources that pxtrays the landlord as
crude, rapacious and heartless. Whose
memory is right? What really did
happen in thme early days in Vancouver and in other controversial situations? Douglas Day doesn’t always
convince us that he has dllcovered the
true pattern of &en&. But how does a
biographer keep track of a mythomane, which Lowry was?
The great problem of Lowry’s 1i.k
as ‘a writer remains that of his loss of
creativity. why, after writing such a
near-perfecct novel as Under the Volmm, did ha leave no later novel that,
was complete or eVeen comparable?
Day’s explanation is worth Quoting:
What destroyed Lowry’s genius? If we ret&z lo sgrm wfth Freud that a writer’s
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By AL PURDY

WOBKING IN A Vancouver factoj io
1954, getting involved with forcing a
onion into the factory against the
wishes of management - reading
Dylan Thomas on the bus going to
work, more and more interested in
Eliot rather than Chesterton, E z r a
Pound rather than Oliver St. John
Cogarty - I heard about this drunken
novelist living in a squatter’s shack
o
n Burrard I n l e t . C u r t Lang, a
Vol. 3 No. 1 January/February. 1974
neoros?s feed Jds art. then we may at least
16 year-old who could talk the mood
see that they cae inhibit .aod dismpt it.
collar off a theologian, assured me the
Neumiis by defmitioxis wasteful and deseditor
guy was good. Downie Kirk, who had
tmotive.; it does not provide creattve enmgy,
Douglas Marshall
translated the man’s novelinto French
it only expebds ir I belleve that Lowry’s
neuroses crippled him not only as a man,
to
sell 3% copies, said the same.
. associate editor
but also as an artist, io that they impeded
The three of us set out for the
D o u g Fetherling
him in hi psychii journey between eonnovelist’s
beach shack with two bottles
s&us discipline and unconscious exart director
of
booze,
of
which I expected ‘to conperiena. Tin mot of ncomris irfear, and
sume more than my fair share. The,
Lowry.clearly feared htr art; if its visionary
Mary Lu Toms
aspect frigIitened him, so did Its shaping
shack wai several miles away across
ganeral managar
aspect. Ae was, thm, a mao satfcompetted
the Second Narrows bridge, near
Susan Traer
Dollarton. Along the way Downie Kirk
At press time, the availability in
mentioned to Curt Lang and ma that
advertising and bm’ness
Canada of Douglas Day’s Malcolm
we might never get to meet this
mcuurger
Lowry remPined interrupted pending
fabulous.dronk at all. In a bad mood
investigation of a complaint made by
Robert FarreUy .
one of Day’s sources. At thir writiog,
he might kick us unceremoniously off
consu1tattr
the property he didn’t own. But the
I it isstillavailable in the UnitedStates.
Jack Jensen
son shone bright driving the shoreline
to Yrn a vooltbm of wbicii he-m termad and we felt cheerful. We even
rifud; and this led hbo into the most
spccolat$d about stealiog a tdmbstone
elaborate and setfdwtmctiie ways of avoidfrom the Squamish graveyard near by,
ing his art. SpsifuSy, it ted him eyer
deeper into intmspcotion. Ultimately be was
as a trophy for aomethiig or other.
exhausted by this morbid self-absorption,
Bright s&x pipes of the oil refinery
and his art diid.
FEATDRBS
across the inlet sparkled (with irony,
Thll verdict certainly fits the patMalcolm Lowry .................. .2.3
the novelist called ihii “the loveliest of
tern of Lowry’s massive literary
Art books ..................... .4,7,8
oil refin&i:ries”), a tongue of flame pale
Fulford by Fcthcrtii .............. .I2 schemes that were never fulfilled. Most . in the paler aRemoon atop one of
Umbmgc and unclion ...... z ........ .7
writers have experienced the occasidos
them. Even if we were refused admitSmall prcms ..................... .1.5
when they drive themselves to the
tance to the beach shack, booze was
desk, dieading the work ahead, or the
RJXEWS
:.
booze.
more terrifying occasions when writing stillBut
AWomanofHerAge.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lO.
the novelidi was in a good.
blocks destroy or at least delay their
hlcmoin of A Catholic Boyhood ._ .... .11
mood.
Short.
barrel-chested, with a
Death Goes Better with CocaCola ..... .14
productivity for months on end. In
red fake, he received us cordially; We
Animals with Human Faces .......... .16
Lowrjr these common hazards of the
sat and drank’and talked about nothThe Fascinating World of New Brunswick 17
wiiting
life were gigantically exaggeratHome Safely To Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..19
ing much all afternoon. His wife was
ed. And so Under the Volcano is a more or less cordial too; a woman with
The Devil”i Liilex ................ .19
The Unchaining Pmmethcuj . . . . . . . . ..2 0
double miracle, both in itself, as a
cobweb wrinkles masking her face, as
Tlw Happy Hdrdmsrcr . . . . . . . ., . . . . ..2 2
novel, and as a work of self-liberation
though
the strain of living with her
The Crc:at Ccttiog-Away ............ .22
by a man who then returned to the
backwoods genius had aged her pnThe Days of Aoysta ............... .23
prison of his tortured,ego and never
maturely. Curt showed the novelist his
Books in Cnmdn is pubSshod eight ties pot
emerged alive. 0
poems, suitably impressing him. I felt
annum by Caeadian Review of Books
Limited, 501 Yoogc SL, Tomnto. Ont. M4Y
left
out, not having thoughi to bring
George Woodcock fr the dlrlinguished
lY4. Second Chss Mail - Registration No.
poems, but resolved to remedy this
editor
of
Canadian
Literatom
whose
2593.
later.
50 book include the edition Malcolm
Contentr 8 1974
Among the nothing talk it was disLowry:
The
Man
And
His
Work,
Cmmdttn R&w of Books Ltd.
published in 1971.
closed with bitter amusement thatthe
P&ted by Hedtage Press Co. Ltd.
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novelist’s novel, published in 1947,
had sold exactly no copies but had
received marwllous reviews. Tranc
lated into several Ianguam, it sold in
none of them; but everyone who read
the free review copies said the thing
was great. This was Downie Kirk’s information; the novelist himself was
mom interested in drinking and talking
about Haiti voodoo and fbewalkers
treading bedsof hot coals with aplomb
and composure. He also mad one
poem and we applauded his genius. I
was impressed because the guy had’
actuallybeenpubUshed,s GwdHousekeeping certificate I found necessary
to myself at the time.
Near gfternoon’s end we had consumed the tivo bottles of booze we
had brought and another that had
been domiciled under the sink. The
novelist and I set out for Vancouver to
buy more, me driving my little English
Prefect, hoping I looked sober. I
wasn’t, of courses At the liquor store.
near Main and Hastings the novelist
bought six bottles of Bols gin. Theo he
told me there was church with beaotiful windows near by. We set out to
look at the beautiful windows. A
wedding was in process at the church.
An authoritative clerical person was
receiving wedding guests, but did not
receive the novelist or myself with any
warmth. I talked to the clerical person
myself, feeling I looked the more respectable and certainly the less drunk.
Then some wedding guests pulled up
to the curb; the round collar turned to
receive them. I tuined to the novelist
thinklng here was our chance. But he
was gone, already inside. When I
caught up with him he was kneeling on
the floor between long hardwood
benches, six bottles of Bols gin in a
brown p;rocew bag on the seat behind
him.
- _ Again I was impressed. Even with
hindsight aiding foresight I d&t &now
whv. But the Ancient Mariner. with an
albatross of booze around l& neck,
comes to rhind. The red-faced novelist
seemed to me a drien man, driven by
devils in his own mind that shrieked in
his ears and would not be stilled by
anything but Bols gin. He fascinated
me. Before driving back across the
Second Narrows, 1 showed the novelist
my own poems. He read them like a
famous man and said little.
Later, Curt Lang and 1 visited him
again, on another brlilllt day of blue
sky and sun. The novelist went swimming with Curt. I typed some poems I
liked, feeling quite literary and singleminded. They were the kind of poems
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rowing circle of his own personality
I’ve n&v come to.dlslike, very regular
closed around and fmslly strangled
and formal, maybe even Elizabethanhim. And yet that personality w&p
sounding - but a line or two would go
immensely attractive; it remains vivid
BOOM in $em. a phrase go incandesalong with some of his writing. The
cent, Like stubbing your toe on hot
novelist seemed to believe and know
coals. The discipline required to write
that words. a writer’s words, could
such formal poems probably also probatter down time, in.some sew enduce these great lines, a discipline he
sure life after death. I envy hbn his
otherwise denied in his lifetime.
possession of that belief mom than the
In the summer of 1954 the novelist
sense of the belief itself. Because it
went to Italy’ and, England to proisn’t true of course. 0
pitiate the gods oi his parents. .The
latter, I understood, were a respectable
and prosperous business family in
Liverpool. I got a card fromhim that
fall. In his absence, Curt, myself and a
beautiful girl visited the beach shack
again. We poured the heel of a bottle
of wine from the do$k as a libation, as
a gesture of meaninglessness that has
,since a&red meaning. A parsimdn:ous gesture too, hince we were careful
to Waite only the dregs. Then I was
drinking coffee with Irving Layton in
Murray% Restaurant in Montreal some
A CONCISE HlSiORY DF
time in 1957. He said the novelist was
CANADIAN PAINTING
dead in England. 1 felt desolated.
TlwLc?~ers came out in 1965. I got
DEh'NlSRHD
to review them for the Gatiadian
Forum on the shengtli of having published some books myself. One of the
letters was to Ralph Gustafson, about
Gostafson compiling a s&&ion of
Canadian poems for Penguin Books.
The novelist said that twb wild poets
from Vancouver came tome him one
LIKB MOST BOORS that claim to be
dark and stormy night in 1954. One of
the condensed or concise art history of
a given country or period, Dennis
them, whose name was Curt Lang,
’ wrote excellent poems and was recomReid’s study of Canadian painting
medded for the Penguin anthology.
from 1665 to 1965 owes much to its
The other poet was also good, but the
mom comphensive antecedent - in
novelist couldn’t remember his name,
this case, J. Russell Harper’s classic
whii in part ,was Al something-orPainting in Gmada (1966). While Reid
other.
in a number of instances offers what ’
1 was delighted by that partial .are essentially paraphrases of facloal
memory of myself. The noveliil, of data and theories to be found in the
course, had a bad memory, since both
heftier Harper volume, as well as
days we visited at the beach shack
echo*l many of the aesthetic judgewere clear and sunny. But Cu$ Lang
meats therein, he doq manage, almost
at the age of 16 did w&e marvelloosly
in spite of his shortened format, to put
well. And my own poems were pretty forth several intriguQ interpretations
bad - an opin.lon I’ve arrived at since
of major art& and their work.
and didn’t feel then. I wrote the reAs Reid, curator of post-Confedemview and signed it Al something-ortion art at the National Gallery of
other, because that’s who I was.
.Canada, points out in his preface, little
The novelist has been dead many
is actually known of the art dotie in
the French and the British colonial
years now. Books a,nd articles continue
to appear about him. He has become a
periods. Consequently, the art historian must forego the weeding-out of
colt figure: I’ve heard of people who
avant to live in shacks on some beach am&teurlsh and unredeemingly fourthrate material that he would so zeaand write because the novelist did that
- not for real and genuine masons of lowly Indulge in under normal
circumstaneea. In order to prevent l&
their own. This repels me and in some
diission of the fist two centuries of
ways the life the novelist lived also
repels me, though not for any momlisCanadian painting from disintegrating
tic reasons. just that it seemed a narinto lengthy and rather tedious cat+

HARPER .'
TO'REID
-TOYOU
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logoes of scraps and fragments about
minor lights and passing fashions, Reid
gives this section a sturdy thematic
underpinning: he continually explores the fundamentally dependent
relationship of the’ homegrown variety
of painting to that pmctised in Europe
at the time. Reid convincingly demonstrates that even. artists who were
primarily interested in -documenting
the passing ways of native life in Westem Canada, such as Paul,Kane and
G.R. Hind, relied heavily upon the
highly formalized, neoclassical conventions of 19thcentury French painting for stylistic direction. These early
Canadian painters, unlike the more
adventuresome members of the Canadian Art Club and the Group of Seven
who followed them, were thoroughly
conservative in their artistic tastes.
They propagated the current.art styles
of the French academies and salons
mther than that of the then-notoriously avant-garde, the Impressionists. The
considerable success enjoyed by
several of these painters attests to the
fact that only the former course would
satisfy the tastes and temperaments of
collectors at home in Montreal and
Toronto.
The real strength of the Reid book
is its treatment of the modem em,
roughly from the advent of the Group
of Seven to the present day. However,
Reid’s tendency to view the develop
ment of contemporary painting in
terms of the leading artists alone
results io certain distortions and omitsions. Although painting in Canada has

survived largely as a collective enterprise, the various groups and.associations, while mentioned along the way,
receive scant attention as the coherent,
shaping forces they actually were on
the Canadhm art scene. The Group of
Seven, for example, is seen mainly as
the individual careers -and achievements of Tom Thomson, A. Y. Jackso”, F.H. Varley and Lawren Harris.
Reid provides little insight into
the dialectical process among the
various members or between the
Group’s ideqs about the nature and
character of an authentic Canadian art
and those of other groups and influential individuals, such as the vociferous
art critic of Sah&ay Night, Hector
Charlesworth. This is unfortunate, for
this process (%onfrontatians” is the
modern word, I suppose) was often
the. instrument by which foreign
(“international”)- art ideas became
assimilated into the cultural mainstream of Canada. lndihdual Canadian
painters are best understood in such a
context, and this is as true of Tom
Thomson as it is William Ronald or
Michael Snow.
On the whole, Reid’s critical comments on the work and growth of the
major artists since 1914 offer much in
the way of interest and understanding
to both the general reader and the art
history student. His bi6graphical
sketches of these painters, especially
Borduas and “Jock” Maedonald, seem
to be b&d on a genuine personal respect he feels for his subjects and they
are often quite moving in themselves. 0

umbrage
&Unction

FRAIRmwRITRRs
Sk:

As a reviewer, may I object to Miehsel
Sutton’s abuse OF the reviewer’s craFt in his
notice OF Writem of the Rairiq edited by
Donald Stephens (December), in which he ;
makes arrdmptioas about the intention of
the bwk and of the series in wkii it h
Included (and which I edit) that arc tolally
un@e, and in which he mmpktely mis-

contim and misreprerentr

the aims OF

slkgaU0n.
Mr. Sutton makes

more specifm

Gmadian Litemture. under whoa aegis the
book appeared? I fmd his ermrs interesting,
since in making them he has revealed once
again that extraordinary rolipsistic blindness
OF the academic communily which I have
oRen in rexxnt years denounced.
Let me deal with Writer’s of the &ies ’
IiisL Mr. Sutton criticizes it on tbeassumption that it was ampiled to m&t 'We
requirements of university tea&b@’ md
that it is intended as a “cmuse textbook”;
nothing could be ane remote Fmm the
truth about the book (though it may reveal
smne truths about the lammwitable limitations OF Mr. Sutton’s outlook). wbirerr in
the phrbks, like the oihes volumes in the
scricr to which it belongs (.iFakolm Lowry:
The ,?&I and Hh Work, Wyndham Lewk In
Cwmdo. elc.) war publIshed urkly in. ~b
sponrc to a demand For egays that hu
appeared in issues OF Cbnndhn Lifemtwe
now largely out of priar Ratbcr than go to
tbc expense OF reprbiting the whole issues,
with their more ephemeral contents, it was
dectied to pmceed with a series OF reprink
mganbcd accordbvg to subject, and to add a
Few original e%xys in each case whem ob.
viour gaps in waveray appeand. ‘Ibis war
inknded as a service to all leaden OF
Bnadian hooks. IF university teachers m
commend them and studenk bay thwn. we
do not mmplain. But the ties has new
been in any way directed to a college textbook mark&. Mr. Sutton has invenkd that
ON

statement about Writers of the Rnirks that

is totally untrue, md aaother that is pedmtlcdly irrekvael. Contrary te his argument that “adssIng _ . . is aliy attempt to
describe juti what constitutes Prairie fm
tion” the introduction by DG. Skphmu
does precisely that. at length. His pcoad
point chides the book For lack OF index 01
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High Barnet
~mpaw I%
SCHOOLS!
LIBRARIES!
MEDIA CENTRES!
THE HIGH BARNET COMPANY
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ITS
D N E - H O U R CASSElTES OF
CANADIAN POETS READING
FROM THEIR OWN WORK.

Margaret Atwood
Earle Birney
George Jonas
lrving Layton
Dennis Lee
Gwendolyn MacEwen
Eli Mandel
bp nichol
J o h n Newlove
A.W. Purdy
Joe Rosenblatt
Raymond Souster

Sir:

‘The recent rdsrue

met3 meding and cummsnting on his
mm work. The pmductkn is pmfes
lional. Sdd tc institutions only, these
apes ere en excellent introduction for
dgh echool students end e brilliant reir+
‘crcemsnt for uniwrsin/ reading tows.
lvaikble by mail order only from:-

.

I am astonished to ulccunkt in Book in
Canada tbc kind of academically cloisk.red
myopia and pedantic elf-impcrkna that I
would certainly new admit into the pages
of Cwzadkn Lltemtun, where no bock ia
ever fwkwd an the basis of its usefulness
Lo Ukmry morons. whstbu tbsy teach or
Itam:
George Wccdmck,
Editor,

RUMLLIFR

iaJl tape comprises one hour of the

338 Brunswick Aveliue
Toronto 4, Canada
$12.95 each.

biblicgnphy; perhaps wme skdeds d o
need such maps to find tbelrwey tbmegh a
book that is way clearly Wd cut rccmdkg
to subject, but Writem of the pkrlrfer is
directed to the generaI liktary public, not
to the classroom. and such scboolmaskrly
reproacha are;themforc b&de the point.
I especially object tc Mr. Sutton? description of Canadian Llkmtwe as a ‘critical
likraty journal in which acrukmlc cnitks
cculd exchange their views and i-k with
an audience of their colleagues” as if this
wete its only 01 even principal abn. As
editor of Gmadian Lkvmwe 1 have newt
accepted ibat there is somstbing known as
%cademic criticism”. There is Criticism. inck&g OU vaUd analyses and appreciations
a f Ukmkre, and opposed to i tthem k P
kiid
wilful a n self-imporknt
d
dcnigration without Ukmry malt orickrest that is
practised by apprentice psdank and which
Gmadkm Literature has always avoided.
Tbcst who do contribute tc tbatjoumal are
there because they are good wtik.rs. not
because they are academics; in fact many of
them, lib the editor. v/cm never eduutcd

o f John MacDowdh
Rural Life in Chide in the Sock1 History
of Canada series published by the Univenlty
of Tcmntc Pta has caused R.A. O’Brien In
B o o k i n anda l..luly/Sq
her) to
wonder alcud at the “mystery (0bwhy MYbody thought (the. book) worth reviving”
since, he concludes, ‘Beyond being ‘an
kkresting period. pkce,“a. the publisher’s
blurb puts it, RumfLi/e has very little slgnificacce.” other words wnkined in that
ame blurb should perhaps at hart ham
helped to ease bii doubts.
The editors of the sxiea decided to
republish the work, they skte, “in M
attempt to &mounter the bias of social
historians who tend to empbadze the Indusbid and urban problems of a changing
sockty.” Canada was indeed &an&g under
t h e i m p a c t o f kduskklizaticn a n d
urbanization but, as tbii bock fully
Ukstmtes, the nsulknt problems were not
conlined to kduskkl and urban areas.
Rum1 Lijk. in ik republished form, sewes as
a kind of twdnder to the student of histcry
that’mcrt of the population still lived, in
1913, in rural areas, and that these people
too wen beset by problems cnakd by
indusbiahation. Tbn blurb notes tlds. f o r
t h e beck is dtsctibed ad a.conkmpomry
lefkction ‘ o f t h e p u b l i c c o - o f
Canadians over the impact of industrializalicm and urbanization upcn the
famlii pcpuktion” in the earIy twentieth
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cenbny. As N&. it necessarily dmbcdks

m a n y o f the ‘Wua. pxejudkes, a n d
a s p i r a t i o n s o f t h e author ,+d his
pIleration.”
On at least two ccunk, then, the book
m a y b e cklmed tc be o f h i s t o r i c a l
%gnitieana”. It attempts to put forwad
evidence that would help tc munkr the
tendency on tbe part o f historia”s to
o v e r l o o k t h e rural pcpulaticn in their
aEusme”k of the effeck of urbanization
and indusbklkatkn; and it shcws the wxy
in wldch members of the rural popuktion
perceiwd cettdc tbreak tc tbeirpartiwln
(non-urbac) way o f life. strangaly, the
mvicwr cmvhcre alludes tc tlds tint claim,
ad while be noks the second, he a much
ee dismiecs it. whether there tbreak were
mole apparent than real is beside the point,
a n d tc argue as O’Brtm doss that ‘Vhe
tmubk tbm was much the same as it is
now” is at the very kst to igcote tok@
the tremendous demee of chance in the
runl population thair&DougaU dc~menk
m fully and to well.
A factor which perhaps accounts at least
partly for the rwiewefs failure tq findany
redeemkg feahues (other than the UE of
photographs and “doubtful” sktistks) is hir
general conception of tbc way in wbii such
a book sbculd be “siiificcct.” It buomes
dear during the cause of the F&N that he
does not distinguish at all hclween the
moncgmphic sweys of tbisa~tbat aspect
of Canadian Ufe or kttea that bavc been
pcblisbed in the lest few years and those
works written in past decades which arc
presently being published as docutink of
historical signiikana. (Rural Lifi is jurt
“ a n o t h e r example of tint a b u n d a n t
‘Canadiana’ that ‘cur publishers have been
t u r n i n g act% sc entbcskstkallv ekce
Centenary Year.“‘) The point ir-cot that
only the ktkr are %iskrica&v sigciiuct”,
for few would dccy that wwks such es
Margaret Atwood’s Smiwl lack s u c h
signifiince. SuruimI is cerkkly that. both
for ik own sake and for the way in which
(to quota &in our publisher’s “blurb”) it
reflects “the values, prejudices, and
a s p i r a t i o n s o f the author end (hex)
gcncration.”
Here, then, we rench the ~IIII of the
matter: “signilitecce” is not iynonymous
with “‘rekvecce? Mire Atwood’s work is
clearly relevant to Ik age, and in that rense
k presently signifkant; that of MacDcqgaU
is histodcaUy signifiant but it is not (it
would appear) relevant tc this age. Hence, in
n period when organized teli&m is net
exactly in fesldin. the reviewer of R e v .
MacDo@l’s book (be was P Presbyktien
and Rural L@ was commissioced by the
Presbykdm Cbwch in Canada) can have a
little fun at tbc ~0urs.e of the author’s
career. Afkr pckticg cut bow “little significant” Rumf L@ is, the revkwa notes that
despik its author’s pmmiskg backSround
f o r a futurh aner (” . . . rUbocgh
h e gmduakd from McGill k phikscpby and En&h [a Sold medal]“) his
subsequent life was as Uttk signiliiant as his
book (he “ . . . ended up at the Resbykrkn
College in Montreal and served that Church
for the rest of his actiw life.“) While the
rcviewcr may wdl have kmeckd that a
double gold medalist in pblkrcpby and
English should baw lidshed his life in so
&mkicus a fasbion, others may see e
d-e of wisdom in the eppoinbnent of e
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111311 with such qualifutioas to a college
which WY then one of the leadii centers
for the training of the Presbyterian clw in
eastem Canada. Others My ml find any
source ofperplexityin thepeculiarfact that,
“his audemic distinction i n BngIish”
nohvitbstanding, this clergyman wote in a
“didactic” fashion; and given the naturn of
his book (described by tbe editor of the
volume Y a work specifically -modelled
upon whal wss IbcuaM to be the most
pmgresrlve method of tientifm analysis of
society”) it isperhaps understandable that it
may appear to be “uninspired”.
The point is, of QIUW., that while Rum1
L@ in Canada. and with it ihe values and
assumptions holh of the author and of those
whose concerns he was attempling to
wwey. may lack %ignii~ce” In terms of
being ‘?&nmt” to contemporary moral
and social standards, this is not to say fhat
the work lacks historical signiiicana. To be
such, a work needs simply to provide, for a
period since past, a perspective which has
h i t h e r t o been werlooked, and which
thereby helps us heiter to understand the
processes and problems which have helped
to shape ihe preaenl. IL seems to me fhat
Rural Life in Cunada, precisely because it is
a “period piree” that mile& an aspect of
iti age. does jusl that.
A.B. McKiop,
Mpartment of History,
Quem?s University,
Kingston.

QUINTESENTIAL BULLSHIT?
Sir:
May I interest you in I small conturP When
yoq get in reviews like Tony Killin’s one
af W.O. h!itcheU’i T h e Vanishlng Fnbzt
(December) - you r&m to have several in
each issue - of&r a small prize to y o u r
readers lor short reviewr of the mviewc In
ruch’a contesl, my entry for KilgaUin’s mview would be: Quinlessentinl Bullsbit.
I used to find Books In Chada most
useful in keeping myself posted on cunenl
Canadian publications wbicb I mlgbght otherwim have missed. Lately it seems to lwe
beeme n vehicle for poseur posturing. vide
Bicbard Luhbo& and Peter Reilly. Is it no
longer porsible to mmmiuion straightforward reviews in straIghtforward language?

Jamu H. Gray.
Calgary.

by Desmond Morton

*. . . A light and pleasant his
tory, B kindly satire reminiscent
of

FRONTIER
VIEWS

Leacotis great election

in

Missinaba county”.

Karl Jaffary, Toronto Star.

“The first thing to recognize

PAINTERS IN THE
NEW LAND

about this book is that it is

MICHAIX BELL

Graham Fraser. Globe end Mail

rather fun”.

McCi’&nd & Stenvt
doti $2250; 224-s

RURALLIFE LIBRARIES
5iI:
I’m not it all sure I agree with your stand

CORNELIUS
KRIEGHOFF

on public libraries (November edihwia0. A
free public library system is a wonderful
thing. and not to be jeopardized.
Comptiwn with England is hot really valid
as the public library concept simply doe&l
have the ascendancy there that it does here
cjusl as in education).
There is a very large mbmrily in this
country who quite Ikerally mn’t afford
movies or books, and for mosl Canadians
they both repmsenl rare l~+ary. Now I
- tbrt lbe velfruz and working poor are
probably too dispirited to use libraries, hut
their children do, in the hundreds of
thousands. The%! kids ham enough
problems standii in the way of their
educating themselves out of the poverty
cycle, withaul adding a reduced library

HUGHUZS DE JOUVXNCOURT
hf!Jswn
clolh $29.95: I44 plges

~~vkwcd

by

Al Purdy

“PAINTING,” AS THE art historian
Paul Duval says, “fit entered Canada
as the handmaiden of religion.” In
New France. as in Europe, artists were
both taught and given employment to
execute ecclesiastic works to the greater glory of God - and of course to
the spiritual authorities who mmmissioned them During the 16th and
17th centuries religious and_ lay art
were \o urgent demand in New France.
There were also itinerant untutored
Pa&Hers exploring the backwoods and
villages, doQ rough portraits of
farmers .and woodsmen. The life of
these early painters can only b e
imagined, reminticent as they are of
wandering fiddler’s and tinker%. Some
nights they slept hungry under the
stars in zero weather or in rain; at
other times they ate the farmer’s own
fare and slept near a log fue. They
have no parallel in the 20th century.

smite.

And that’s what royalties io autbois
would mean, I’m sure. Most pmvinas
ham rotten libnry services. totally undersupported. already. Ontario is an exoption. Librarians fgbt the myalty idea
bce3usx they know full well that thek
budgets would not be increard to meet the
cost of services they rdready can:r afford,
and even more money for authors.
Candbns have a habit of asking tbs
poor tw solve mtr economic problems. I
agree that writers are badly pti and
mlutions must be found. For example. if

nxeryoae who hss ever attended universily
caald be indufed Lo buy just one Csnadian
hook il year we would bae a thriving book

indushy. But a very poet solution would be
a reduced free public library service.
Jean \Vrigi$
Montreal.

A best selling light-heartedguide
to the problems which beset
urban reformera

Paper $1.95

Distributed by

554 Spdina Crescent
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After the British conquest on the
Plains of Abraham, when settlements
edged along the shorelines of rivers
and lakes in Upper and Lower Canada,
pushing westward in the 19th century,
English military artists IeR watercoiour records of garrison towns and
frontier encamoments. Officers of that
time were reiuired to have some
knowledge of watercolour painting
and to “acquire a certificate of diligence from the Drawing Master” (of
the regiment). At the English R?yal
Military Academy otlicer-cadets *‘were
required lo draw the terrain of a
battlefield in order to provide data to
establish artillery batteries and fortitiwtions”. Strange requirements for the
bloody trade of sokliiring!
It was not until 1875 that photography reached a stage of development
enabling it to replace the lightweight
watercolomist’s field equipment. By
that time, however, army officers and
English travellers had left behind .what
was practically the only pictorial record of early Canada. Native painters
such as Paul Kane, travelling with ihe
Hudson’s Bay Company brigades
westward, were very rare birds indeed.
By comparison, most early Canadian
arlists, such as Hamel, Berczy and
Plamondon, were nearly sedentary,
specializing in portraiture.’
Painters in a New Land gathers together some 200 of these early watercoloun and sketches. In nearly every
way, I find the result enthralling. It’s
fortunate-at least lome-that photographywas not practical until around
1875. If it had been, the loss might
have been greater than the gain and
these luminous looks at what Canada
was replaced by the cold camera.
Of comxe the artists were all influenced by their European training.
Of course they saw a strange country
in terms of familiar manicured landscapes. But they also added the dimension of themselves to their paintings.
Not always “the terrain of a battlefield” - but a new town; land being
cleared, and yes, oddly the trees look
like falling soldiers; rebels at Beanbar-.
nois in 1838, with scythes and crude
spears, seem right from the French
Revolution; the covered bridge at
Trenton (my hometdwn) has lumberjacks balanced on logs in fmnt of it;
Highway 401 in 1830 is a dirt track
between tall trees, where a long-dead
man, small boy and dog walk east or
westward; a long file of men with rifles
plods through soft snow climbing
higher into the mountains (H.J.
Warre’s &pl&ng party); building the
8
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Dawson Road at Kashabowie Station,
northern Ontario. For me, the light
from these paintings, drawn from the
past, illuminates many blank spaces in
that lost and uncrowded world.
The .long-faced, bearded and stem
Dutch gentleman of the ‘aelf portrait”
in his book is Cornelius Krleghoff. He
is a roisterer and heavy drinker, a man
who likes women. I am trying to make
up my mind whether the preseni
clichdof Cahadian habitant with tuque
and corncob pipe really existed in
KrieghoFs period or whether the
artist fumbled himself Into Immortality by inventing it. In any case, thll
furiously industrious ‘Dutchman
chronicled Quebec during the middle
I9lh century, painted Indiis, painted
everything, even a stylish race horse
and rider, even his partly nude wife as
a sexy Cleopatra. For Krieghoff was a
virtuoso. It is impossible to hnagIne a
style, terrain or subject he couldn’t
execute. Still-life, landscape, portrait,
any damn thing. Oddly enough, he
served three years in the U.S. Army,
recording the Seminole Wars for the
Vietnam generation, deserting when he
began his second hitch.
Klieghoffs best-known and most
characteristic, work is signed with his
style, making an actual signature unnecessary. Clich6s or not, habitants play
cards, bilk the tol@ate, romping
‘through brightly lighted winter landscapes or darker interiors like pie
turesque children. And I think they
are elichds. But I’ll ask Rem5 Levesque
about that sometime. Forty-five of
these Krieghoffs are tipped-in mlour,
plus more than 100 in black and
white. De Jouvancourt also supplies a
somewhat awkward and stilted biography of the artist. It’s impossible for
me to know whether this is the fault
of translator or author.
‘Comparing them with those in
Marius Barbeau’s 1934 Kriegholf (long
out of print and expensive),.the present volume’s reproductions are much
clearer, more brilliant and more numerous. When Krleghoff died at 57. in
Chicago, no one knew how many
paintings had flowed from his hands.
In fact no one thought it very impor
tant. But when one of them turned up
in New Zealand a few months ago, the
finder stopped worrying about his
bank balance.
Painters in a New Land has large
chunks of contemporary prose (to the
paintings) included. Pedple like
Susanna Moo&e and Isaac Weld,
travellets and settlers, soldiers and professional writers. Frances Brooke says

In 1769: “Whit man of common sense
would stay to be overlook’d In
England, who can have rival beauties
contest for him in Canada?” Well, that
seems a good motive for emigtition.
Whether the painthgs in either of
these books is great art I don’t know.
That seems irrelevant anyway. But
some of the impressionistio’watercolours In New Land seem to -me to
come close, particularly ElIice’s “The
Rebels at Bcauhamois” and the triew
of York with yeUow light pouring out
from the paper. Both books are tremendously enjoyable for dozens of
reasons. I could use that high-sounding
word, “heritage”, out it’s hardly neeessary.PaintIngsare theirown reward. 0

BREUGHii
VERSAILLES'
0 TORONTO
WILLIAM KURELEK
Introduction by James Bacque
new press
ctotl1 $10.00: Ittumwd; 43 pnges

SURE, TORONTO’S a rich city -on;

of the wealthiest in Canada - but we
hide oui riches in the oddest places.
You might say that The Colonnade on
Bloor Street is a pretty fancy spot.
with its timeless ladies and clever
young men waltzing around displays
of elegant imports, but that’s just a
hint of Toronto’s wealth. The real
stuff is over in Kensington Market.
This used to be a well-kept secret,
you know, at least among those petsistent natives who started c&ng the
city Trawna. Artists and students
started mingling among the Portuguese
and Jews in Kensington Market be
cause lhe fruit and meat were fresh
and reasonable and because they lied
the Old Country merchant who haggled with them over prices. More and.
more people found out about Kensington, and in the past few summers there
have been more people over there than
up in the Colonnade. Kensington isn’t
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a secret any more, especially now that
Wiim Ku&k has painted it.
As a matter of fact, Toronto has
few secrets left since Kurelek’s sedes
of 21 Toronto paintings came out in
book form. Without leaving home,
anyone can d&cover Massey Hall,
Bosedale, Scarborough Bluffs and the
Bast End beaches. They’re all there,
bold as daylight in Kurelek’s new’
, book, 0 Toronto.
But that’s “ot to say Trswna
natives won’t make ‘new discoveries
with Prairie-born Kwelek. How about
those ripe young swb-&ers on the
Strip? (The artist explains for. “onnatives that this is “the part of lower
Yonge street that contentrates on
sexoal titillation”.) Ku&k paints th&
scene in an unexpected way; he is,
after all, the ma” who took the Cansdii Prairies right into the Musetim of
Modem Art in New York. I” another
manner, he projects the Manitoba
wheatfields onto Toronto’s Yonge
Street: in his painting ‘The Strip” a
devil-figure is shown on a tractor
harvesting the swingles into fornicating
couples. Kumlek explains his vision:

The term %trip” is used in farming and
lumbering to de&ate a small parcel of a
wptobeharwskdbyonermn...The
wandering crowds conwmling on the ridewalks of Yongc Street in the evenings
appear alk~.xicaUy like the crop kuted of
in the Bible. They M ready for harvesting,
but alas, in this care, by the wrong person.
0” mint.) ”

I co”slder it significant that in
Korelek’s more affectionate vision of
“Balsam street After Heavy Snowfall”:it is not just one ma’n (as the
devil on “The.Strlp’), but all of the
neighbows on the street who work
together to clear away the snow. Our
hope, Kurelek’s paintings seem to
imply, lies in the sharing and realizetion of common worthwhile goals.
In this @it, Kwelek has added his
“otes toward the pnderstandiig of
each painting in 0 Toronto, but
paradoxically five or six of the most
explicit paintings in the Tomrito series
have also been the most debated.
Kmelek calls these his “message”
paintings’ and their philosophy is
decidedly God-fearing. The Biblical
metaphors are criticized by those who

prefer theii art “pure”, but if, for
example, one removed Kurelek’s figure
of Christ (ignored by Christmas
shoppers) fmm the stepa of City Hall,
the painting would become cluttered
and meaningless. The fact is that these
metaphors occupy the physical focus
of the painting as well as the
emotional focus of their conception:
‘Ws precisely because I’m proud of
this city and love it that I can’t help
but worry about certain disturbing
elements spreading into her life,“,
Kurelek wrote when hii Toronto s@s
opened at the Isaacs Gallery. James
Bacque adds ‘in his Introduction to 0
Tomnto:
You could think Toronto is too sophisticated for him; his anecdotal kind of ti doesn’t
belong in a bii modem place, he is like
Breughel at Versailles

But Kwelek transcends the modern
and his Toronto series speaks
eloquently of the passion this city
exacts from eve” the most casual of
visitors. 0
.Kay Burkrncrn is (I Toronto poet.
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TYRANNY OF THE GROUP
by Andrew Mabolm M.D.
Astudy of the &Facts loss of
privacy: and group conformity
are having upon Canadian
society today.
sS.50

SOMEBODY ELS 5
SUMMER
5.
byTedWeed
A moving collection of short
stories ahout family love and
relationships Globe & Mail:
“All his characters are treated
with an intensa insight and
compassion which make their
situations both beliavable and
moving.”
$6.75
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POSITIVELY
THE MAIN

-povarished roots in the midst of
Montreal’s Jewish slum, the Main. By
1973, in a book titled A Woman of
HLr Age, Ludwig has increased Doba’s
age to 84, added such omnibus chic
epithets aS “quasicapitalist lackeytlunkey resident male chauvinist sexist
A WOMAN 0~ HER AGE. pig”, and populated the oid lady’s
world with the necessary characters to
JACKLUDWG flesh his short stoni but to novel
Mccfeaend & Stewart length.
cloth $7.95: 197wgcr
On Friday - the only day in the
novel’s spa” - Doba leaves her empty
mansion up on the mountain to return
to the tee&g world of Himnwlfarb
I&X& by Michael Smith
the plaaier. Mitchell the butcher and
Trim~iuk’s delicatessen, the epicentre
of the Main and the only place in
AGAINST WHAT SEEM to be.pretty
Montreal where rear ice-cream chairs
stiff odds, Jack Ludwig has retreaded
still exisl. Ludwig writes: “It used to
an l!_year-old short story, set hi an
b e Westmoint: today everybody
already overworked locale and built
remembers the Main. Mordecai Bichler
around a character who sometimes
did iit singlehanded. If a Montreaer
comes dangerously close to caricature,
isn’t from the Main now he feels like
into a tight and raunchy new short
shit.” It’s perfectly apt for Ludwig,
novel. Back in 196?, in a story titled
who hales originally from Winnipeg, to
“A Woman of Her Age”, Ludwig introacknowledge this obvious similarity in
duced Doba Goffman a 75-year-old
their work, but Ludwig’s Main is far
former radical who takes B purging different from I&hler’s youthful St.
visit by limousine back to her emUrbain Street. By now the Main that

Doba remembers is already half dertmyed, fallen to Mayor Jean Drapeau
and the wrecker’s hammer, and most
of Doba’s memories become also mmindera pf impending death. Poor
Hinunelfarb’s horse is so decrepit now
that he can tily lift his lame old leg,
and Barney Olin, who has secretlj’
loved Doba sinoa the needleworker
oicnic after World \Yar I. snoozes
dreaming that the Messiah k coming
and fails to wake to Doba’s call.
Doba is physically present barring glimpses - in only four of the
novel’s 12 chapters as hr day Promesses from risine: in the mom& to
&e Sabbath aftersonset; But, evenso,
Ludwig dwells long enough on a ‘certifiibly dotty old lady, whose penchant for hip-thinldng young people
and radical causes tend to +xIl
Patfick Dennis’s Auntie Mame,
Graham Gyeene’s Aunt Augusta and
Afonty pUtho?@ Hell’s GraMies. True,
her character 2 a strong one - “ever
really jars the reader, though dressed
in a faded French workshirt, rapping
with the tedious, polemical hippies
around the Summit Lookout. old
Doba is br@fly difficult to imagine.

The Montreal Gazette calls Smith “ths
most accomplished fantasist wrltlng In
Canada today”. Smith’s Lox/ N&on
Tavern pmvo it.. . a dslightful csmlval
of fantastically believable people written
with a great comic sensa of the bizarre.

A novel of the land and its imoact on a

__-

I/
t&m of the story and the chamcten

brought to life in it am as mbust and
earthy and wavward as the country
‘If.” $695
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The novel’s critical Went has occurred before the book begins, in the
accidental death of Doba’s son Jimmy,
an aitrative young businessman whose
success is largely responsible for transplanting the family far from their Main
beginning. Thus we meet Jimmy’s
bitchy widow, Shirley, the chickenslaughterer’s daughter who is finally
able to reject her snooty second
husband only after Trio&ok’s famous
hot mustard - an ordeal by fire succeeds where her impotent analyst
has failed. And glandular Maxie Bubis,
Shirley’s spurned lover, who ‘fears
Trimhdok’s pastrami for what it might
do to hi dreadful face full of pimples
and forever remembers attendink
Jimmy’s funeral in the dead man’s
own black silk suit.
Each chapter but the last is a kind
of portrait, either of Doba or of those
whose lives have touched hers either
through Jimmy or the Main. One of
these, a short chapter about Barney, is
perhaps not \yorth isolating quite so
pmminently; sadly, Ludwig fails to
exploit fully the remarkable character
of Cershon Triminiuk, but at 197
pages the novel is so short that a brief,
irrelevent interlude is hardly a deterrent.
Backwards run the sentences in a
fair representation of Jewish idiom,
and - too onen - run together the
words in a cute stylistic trick that.
Ludwig has affected, producing, in
turn, such abominable mouthfuls as
“aboutturned”, “pinkandaqua
wedgies” and L‘convicthaircot”. Like
many. many similar books the novel is
also peppered with Yiddish words and
phrases for which wegoyim sometimes
need some translation, but it takes a
Gentile totally lacking in deductive
powers to miss tile best lines. Perhap
the book’s greatest strength (and perhaps its greatest weakness) is its pace;
for Ludwig. in updating a dated story,
has apparently written and rewritten
his contemporary references to the
point of utmost currency. There are
references to Trudeau, Drapeau, Mao,
Nixon, Johnson, Kennedy, James
Cross and Pierre Iaporte. A Jewish
matron no longer simply yells at her
grandchildren but hectors them with
constant threats of a visit from the
FLQ. Thereiseven a contentious referenee to Mayor Drapeau and his contentious 1976 Olympics. 0
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SUFFER
LITTLE
CHILDREN

swimming pool, and a reputation for
discipline. The food was terrible &d
girls were taboo: “They were, in
simple fact, anathema.” In this
authoritarian atmosphere, the majority
of stodents’(who ranged from farm
lads to the spoiled sons of South
American millionaires) *ere in a perMEMORlES OF A petual state of frustration and rebellion. Some of the exploits Boyle
CATHOLIC BOYHOOD describes are hilarious. Ofhers demand
our admiration. But for the contemHARRYJ. BOYLE
porary
non-Catholic, life at St.
Lhwbleday
Gerald’s mainly sparks feel&s of pity.
cloth $6.95: 192 paga
It was all so Irrational and selfdefeating.
Like Joyce. Boyle survived to write
reviewed by Douglas Marshall
about the experience. (We wonder
how many creative souls didn’t - and
STRANGE, AT LEAST to those of us
don’t.) Unlike Joyce, he even retains a
who never came under their influence, measure of affection for his old
‘are the rites of the one true and
school; St. Gerald’s, he concludes,
apostolic Church in the matter of ‘tias a sanctuary on a long journey”.
education. Separate schools tan per- But then lie spent only one year there
haps be defended on the grounds that
and suffered only one breakdown. So
young Catholic minds are too easily &femoties of a Catholic Bwhocd is
Ied astray by exposure to heretical
not a bitter tirade or a vehicle for payphilosophy. But so barbaric and
ing off old scores. Bather, it’s an
illiberal were the institutions many
episodic e+ocation of the pleasures as
Roman Catholic writers remember well as the pains of youth recollected
having attehded tbai the result was in fairly mellow tranquillity. There are
ofteo a more rigorous test of faith sketches of his earlier years, drawn
than any proselytizing Protestant
with warroth and sensitivity, and some
could invent. Thiik of Joyce and
delightfully frank- descriptions of his
Clonglo& and the apostasy and exile
first encounters wifh the opposite sex.
that followed. And now here’s Harry
There’s also a brief postscript in which
Boyle looking back on a college cum he tells us how he met his literary
concentration camp he calls St.
mentor, a loading-dock foreman with
Gerald’s staffed mainly by Germanic
an unBunkerish penchant for Carlyle
priests io a city that sounds lie Kita n d Macaulay.
chener, Ont.
Bu_t St. Gerald’s remains the central
TO be young, poor and Catholic in a
formative force. And although Boyle
rural Ontario village during the 1920s
survived it, he never really escaped it.
and early 1930s was to choose
The scars it left are qiisible throughout
between stayiog on the farm or having
his written work - particularly in 27re
a’vocation. Despite the efforts of his
Great Gumdian Novel. which was
well-meaning mother to steer him
published last year. Maybe in iis oddly
toward the priesthood, the only call
brutal way the Church knows what it .
Boyle heard was to become a writer.
is doing after all. Cl
“I can’t understand women,” his
father growled at one point. “If they
had their way, the country would be
arse-deep in priests.” Eventually Mrs.
Boyle cashed in her Victory Bonds and
sent young Harry to St.-Gerald’s for a
year in the secret hope he would yet
see
- the holy light. He nearly did during
the Easter retreat. But fortunately for
Canadian literature., the lure of the
libiary - even a library when Gibbon’s

Dedine and Fall of the Roman Empire
was placed on the Index Libranun
Avhibitorunl proved stronger than the

pull of the chapel.
St. Gerald’s was a low-cost in&ution with a cinder campus, a defunct
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RECENTLY ANOTHER reviewer and
I were sitting iu the office of Klldare
Dobbs, the Toronto Bar book colum:
nist, and I remarked that I had just
read a new selected edition of Wiiiam
Hazlitt, the writer and painter who
was a friend of Lamb, Coleridge and
others. Until then, I admitted, I had
read only scattered essays by him, the
stock anthology pieces, but never
before had sat down and read him
thmugh; it was just one of tigs I’d
never got around to. Continuing to
chat with the other freelancer while
Dobbs waded through a mound of
papers on his desk, I expressed my renewed amazement at how much a
modem Hazlitt was, with his fsmJJJar
style “as any one would speak in common conversation, who had a thorough command and choice of words,
or who could disxoune with ease,
force, and perspicuity, settJug aside all
pedantic and oratorical Jlourishes”.
Hell, I said, making the point perhaps
a bit too strongly, old HazJitt was so
far shead of his time as a stylist that exepting an anachronism every now
and then, the odd amongst, the occasional betook - he wmte just as
Robert Fulford does now. \VJw.reupon
Dobbs looked up from his labour to
ask wi\rith the. straightest of faces:
“Wlwe would he have read Fulford?”
This set me to thinking about Fulford as a man-of-letters and about the
role he plays as a cultural disseminatar, editing Salwday Night, writing hip
weekly column for the Smr and other
papers, broadcasting telecasting, commenting on Chuadian matters for@ the
past) Down Beat, New Republic.
Sohwdq Review and (just recently)
the New York 77me.v. My conclusion
ivas that he ranks not so much with
“the writers of imaginative essays and
other non-academic prose” whom
Dobbs recently .detined as men-ofletters but somewhere else in a broader
category with the makers of what Herbert Read fin his essay on Swift) termed
contingent literature - “authors who
only write when there is a public. and
external stimulus”. (rather than the
with practitioners of absolute literature “‘whose stimulus is subjective,
who write because they enjoy writing
as a free and creative activity”).
Within this realm, 1 reasoned,
Fulford is what some J&h-century
mau-of-letters. not the later Hazlitt so
much as Johnson, would have. been if
he were writing today. For somewhere
along tbe line Johnson would have
worked as a newspaper reporter and
later editor (one sees Jdm Jn Chicago’s

golden age of crime, pontificating over
Schnifzel at Schlogl’s Round Table)
but would have risen above it aJl by
sheer strength and liveliness of mind,
while retaining his affection for the
cltyroom. His id&as would remain
coloured by his ftist profession, just as
old i~ewsman Fulford’s’ art criticism,
for example, is so coloured and tends
thus to be three parts reportage to
two parts analysis. what 1 mean Js that
Fulford’s style, Jds prose .style certainJy but also his critical thought patt e r n s , are Jirmly rooted Jn the repoltorlal tradition, ltka those of H.L.
Mencken, whom he resembles in other

tions that follow, in which each writer
is lamenting the &Jock review copies
that pollutt the mall of every profes
sional book reviewer. The fmt, by
Men&en, h from the Chicago l’Fibunc
of Christmas Day, 1927, and was posthumously reprinted Jn the book l7le
Bathtub Hoar (1958). The second, by
Fulford, was his old daily S&r column
for Jao. J 1,1966, and appeared again
two yea* later in hlc collection Crisis
at rhe Vicmy Bud&

Ways.

It has been said of FuJford that
dudna his first stint on the Globe and
Mnil b the 1950s - ‘when he worked
Jds way from copyboy to spoits assistant to sportswriter to general assign
ment reporter, all before turning 2Jhe could be seen at all tlmea with a
stack of Menckan’s works beside Jdm.
It was by studying them, say the
Globe vetems who perpetuate thfs
story, that he perfected the tight yet
graceful and funny way he has with
prose which is now his hallmark. Fulford denies this, saying that perhaps
from time to time one such book may
have been visible on his desk but that
there was never any concerted effort
at emmilation. But a similarity at least
is undeniable in the two men’s styles
of writing as wall as in their manners
of moving and shaking.
In the latter the similarity is less
pronounced than iu the former, as Fulford lacks the eventually tiresome
iconoclasm Mencken directed toward
paper targets and as Men&en, an
amateur in many areas where FuJford
is an enthusiast, lacked the ability to
write evenly about any nlimber of
media. This is a skill inherent in Ful\r
ford, who writes well snd.fnquently
of art, cinema and television as weU as / ‘_
of books and politics, and ls really.
more a sort of mixed media Burton
Rascoe than a diversified HLM. Yet
what Fulford did learn those lone
years ago from Mencken (whose firsi
editions he.has. begun ccdlecting, along
-with those of A.J. L.ieblll) does
sometimes coma into blatant play.
This happens when he suffers fmm
that periodic JuU of journalistic mbnof-letten, when pyrotechnic opiniins
are required at timeJ when, frankly, he
has no ouinions and little intereat. but
when th; show must go on and the
white space Ulled in an Jlth-hour dl+
play of consummate professionalism.
Compare, for instance, thi3 two quota-
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Being in a laay mood. and dLicIlncd to
literary composition, I spent tbe whole
alternoon LookLlg tbmugh them. What I
found. not to put too fme a point upon it,
was rbnply bilge. In the whole quintet them
WY not lbe slightest sign of anylhblg eve”
remotely describable as Literary skill 01
p~slon. The five authors weu only lucky.
bungkrs who had somehow managed to
get their drivel published.
Why are such books published? O R what
theory do reputable pubIllers+a to all the
elaborate trouble of get- them set up,

printing them, binding them, encasing them
in gaudy slipcovers. advertising them
voluptuousIyy, and burdening tbe book
stores with them? Who reads them? Who,
having ordinary sanity and taste, cadd read
them? I often wonder., For they come out
in an endless stream, hailed. whopped up.
and then snddenly forgotten. Six months
aRer publication they have disappeared
completely. who stands the lors? And why?

FULFORD
Wery morning a young man comes into my

&ice with a pile of a half a dozen books,
and on the average three of them fall’into
tbis category.
Take one tbal turned up yesterday:
mey Gnve Roytd Assent. subtitled The
Lieulmunl-Governon of Brftisb Columbia.
Imagine it. Not just a book on lieutenantpvemors - n subject with t~ly monumental possibilities for producing boredom
- but a book on LWtlsh Coiumbta lieutepllYpver”ors.
Now the thing’ about lieutenantgovunon is lbat in general, they don’t do

anything. They just sort of preside. Their
lives Isck, not to put too tine a point on it,
drama, So who wilI read this book? If you
wue a Lieutenant-governor of British Columbia you might well want to read it, and if
you ‘aspired to that omce you would
almost certainly bc anxious to oblain a
copy. But rarely that makes a limited ma>
ket. In addition there are descebdrnts and
other connections af lleuten~nt_bovemon;
but this, too, must be a comparatively small
group. Will the author, D.A. McGregor,
(‘veteran jounxdist. editor and historyreseacher,’ the jacket says) meet friends
who ban read his book and who will congratulate him on it? ‘Nice job on tbe lieutenant~ovemors old man,’ one imagines
them saying. But who would tbey be?

The style is almost the same, with
Menckan’s oarham
.
. now .,iust the sliahtest bit dated. The thinking is the same,
and so is the wit. Both men spring
from the same newspaper tradition
that has had such an impact on North
American writing; from the tradition
that believes the mvth of mortswriters
as, in Seymour K&n’s wdrds, “angels
on the typewriter, Shakespeares with
an Ohio aeeent, gravystained Mareel
Prousts”. E a c h man has remakeed
planted there, keeping his hand in
newspaper work and taking pride in
being the highest embodiment of the
form. Each has used it as a base to
merge cultural reporting with cultural
interpretation - the little, periodic
pie&s adding up to some Sort of
aesthetic overview. In his style, each is

I

ms

style

snatched it back after his death) and
turned it over to writers and readers,
where it belongs.
Both Mencken and Fulford are the
.kind of writer who always ends up

writing the newspaper stylebook but
never seams to have any intluence on
his paper’s quality beyond that, and so
shines by comparison. Little islands of
literacy in seas. of newspeak and
its condensed sister, headspeak, wherein sourcas are forever informed and
events are always slated to take place .
Fulford writes like Men&en in that he
knows how to spread interpretation
down a page smoothly and that he
never refers to people when he means
persons and that he would sooner suffer cardiac seizure, or be forced to use
an electric typewriter, than have par
cant appear in one of his pieces as one
word instead of two. It is a noble
tradition, and the value of Fulford,
beyond being an excellent cultural
writer of this type, is that he is the
only one of his stripe Canada pmsasses.
Fulford claims to be the product
of “a long and remarkably undiitinguished family”, but thii is untrue
in terms of the tradition under discussion. His father, Ab Fulford, was
for 30 years an editor at The Canadian Press. Both bis grandfalherswere
printers and one of them was also a
bookseller. A great-uncle was an
itinerant newspaperman in places like
Buffalo and London, Ont., where his
great-grandfather edited the London
Advertiser. One 19th.century. incestor
(the pmscisa details are lost) was a
compositor on the New York Tribune
and proved indispensable’ in that pretypewriter age since he was the only
one in the shop able to read the awful
scraggly handwriting of Horace Greeley, the editor, and so the only one
able to set the editorials in type.
’ Until Fulford’s tint book, 77zis 8’ti
Expo, the ‘only book written by a
m e m b e r o f the famtly wss nvo
Months in the Camp of Big Bear, coauthored by his father’s aunt, Theresa
Delaney, who was captured during the
Riel Rebellion in 1885 and whose
surname Fulford combined with his
own middle name to create Marshall .
Delaney, the pseudonym under which
he has written Sutulqy Night’s movie
criticism since 1966, two years before
assuming the editorship thee. A collection of these pieces, Manhail
Delaney at the Movies, is to be
published this year by Peter Martin
Associates. Fulford is also working
on a guide book to the arts in Canada
for the Department of the Secretary of
State. as well as preparing to edit a
series of monographs on Canadian artists for House pf Adansi. 0
DOUG FETHBRLING
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SUBTLETIES
DEATH GOES BETTER
WITH COCA-COLA

DA YE GODFREY
Press Pordpic
clor/r $I% 95

S I X Y E A R S ago when Llouse of
Anansi was first starting out,

Dave
Godfrey published a collection of
short stories ds one of their first
books. Anansi now is Rrmly established and Dave Godfrey has since
moved on to other matters. His stories
- once reflective of the last frenetic
days of the late 1960s - are republished in a new edition by Press
PorcCpic to show hints of what the
early 1970s are becoming. All the
stories in Death Goes Better With
CocaCoke are hunting stories. Many
were first published in Satuniay Night

under the guise of a special outdoors
column thanks to the cunntng and
of then editor Kildam Dobbs.
The main characters are usually
self-contained, lofty-minded, tastefully
cynical young men who wander into
the woods, in and out of pe~onal
relationships or out to both coasts.
Their time is spent in the company of
’ other cvnical youna men killinpr birds
o r moWme o; rabbits, hunting f o r
clarity among the laser issues of sex
and death and politics. The men are
smart, arrogant and, in their own way,
cruel. One gets the impresslon that if
one were to meet them, they would be
insufferable.
As betits the gloom of the last years
,of the decade, a pallor of futility and
diillusionment shows in the most
‘60ish of the stories,. A oncetalented
young man is hope1 ly lost on acid in
“Night Tripper”, a 7ar resister returns
to face trial in “Two Smiths”, and a
best friend is “unable to succeed even
in the simple task of maiming a friend
who desired physical maiming” in
order to escape military service in another of the tales. Obsession with war
and political action revolve around the
tools and instrumenks of death - guns
and fish hooks.

Godfrey writes in rapid-fire
thougJ~ts covered with layer upon
layer of nuance and implied meaning.
In the best of the stories, he manages a
sustained poignancy about this fumbling group of young men, unhappy
with their girlfriends, straining at their
consciences, pointing their guns at old
birds and aiming for “the greater
distance beyond the islands”. Even
when the style falters from too much
that is implied or simply too personal
to be clear, the fictions remain moving
accounts of loneliness, exclusion and
misunderstanding.
Stories in which Cddfrey struggles
for private answers to private lives, in
which hi group of angry young men
mellow into partial solutions, in which
husbands outgrow $eir need to consume their wives, all presage the quiet
m-ordering df lives of the early ’70s.
The war resisters have melted into
bookstore clerks, society has caught
up with or by-passed the acid trips,
and Godfrey’s wide-eyed killers consider pregnant wives and the various
meanings of resignation.
The young characters of a young
book are concerned with ordering
experience. Self-discovery is recent
enough and retrospection still far

_..^_ _--...

enough ahead to \vanunt clever, sharp
summations. “Death, too, I think at

times. is just another one of our Match
Box toys,” declaims an appropriately
saddened and wisened character with
thekindofbittersweet,post-ad&eacent
cockiness that justifies the title.
For this edition Godfrey purposely
arranged his stories around illustralions from old mail-order catalogues.
Ads for high-grade chains, quality
boots for men or plumbing supplies
underscore fairly obvious subtleties.
Oriental prints and proverbs suggest a
’ personal philosophical attitude, as
though each story were a moraj lesson
guiding characters and readers alike. It
is unclear, however, whether the U.S.
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George Woodcock’J Canadian LiteraArmv suns contrastine with Sears
ture. Among rhe other conhibutions
fo& aid quality kit&en ware an?
ore
e new sroTy by Alice Mmm and (I
intended as harm& period pieces, or
implied acknowledgement of the dif- fine piece on Layton by M7ton Wilferences between Canada and the U.S. son, former editor of the Caoadian
Forum of whom late& not much hti
or between ki!ling and the times that
been
heerd. l7ze inference to be dmwn
come after. \
In the years since they were first’ is that now Tamarack will resume
published, Godfrey’s stories seem to regular quartedy publication.
Contab& in that final issue. put
have expanded. Altho,ugh sometimes
mt
by Weever (who remains. like John
abrupt or uneven, they are important
Robert Colombo, on the magazine’s
as comments on the years of the ’60s.
boeni) wese reminiscence by Woodcock
More importantly, ‘imlike other
o f En&h litde megmines o f rhe
testimonials to the times, these stories
1930s. rhrfirsl exqerpl Io eppear/rum
demand thin+g. 0
Woodcock’s two-voIume auutobiogm
Money N&in. II Toronto shorl-slow
writer, contribures to Saturday Night, phy-in-progress, which should be II
veritable clearinghouse of information
and the Toronto Star.
on libertarianism end literalm in
Conada and Brimin during the pest 30

snhll presses
and magazines

KINGSTON WRITER Gall Fox selas it is descriptive. Fox’s half of the
dom has been mentioned in conbook is a single poem in 15 parts that
nection with the ez.tablished and
uses the &tb& pterosaur’s ruminaemerging female pqets like Margaret
tions on the time when it was merely
Atwood, S&n Musgrave and Paulette
endangend to make an obvious analoJiles whose frequently sexual and
gy with msn. It’s quite controlled
sometimes confessional poetry make
without being mannered (somewhat
under e influence of the recent Atthem, as a group, the brightest source
of light in English Canadian poetry at
wood) and is perhaps the best thing
Fox has done to date. Less satisfying is
the moment. Partly this is because Fox
lacks some of the flashy excelleuce of
the Fiddlehead affair 7lt.s Ringmaster’s
Circus (Saannes; $2 wrappers), a &es
the others, but partly it is beea& she
of poems concerned with various eirso far has published obscurely (though
cus performers but lacking unity
widely) through smsll pnsses of
beyond thii. It suffers also from a
limited distribution. Her first and still
great deal of extraneous imagery. Gall
most substsnial collection was DanFox’s SO% of the Oberon volume,
gerous Searon, published in 1969 by
Quarry Press, which also brought out’ though, fits together well; and the
whole packageis pleasingIy designed her Lines in Contentment, a broadthough Oberon continues to ‘put the
sheet. Later, in 1970, Fiddlehead
prelims at the back of the book, after
Books issued her collection 27~ Royel
the text, in disregard of the requireCollecror of Dreams. She now has two
ments set down in the Copyright
new publications, both sequential in
Act.
form, one another Fiddlehead book,
the other from middleechelon Oberon
Press. ivhich should at last bring her - AFTER LANGUIS,!?ING in “overmamzr” for more than cryear, the 60th
some wider notice.
This second book is l?igltt of the
issue of The Tsmarack Review, rhe last
Ptemdacfyl ($4.50 cloth, $2.95 wrapone edited by -Roberr Weaver. ep
pers) which wmprises half of a dual
peared lost Ocmber. Now rhe 6lst.,lhe
volume of which Plies by Lloyd
debut of Ivan Gwen (former kead of
Abbey is the other pa$. Abbey’s cycle Gxfotd Universiq Press hem. who
of 23 poems, some dense but sll preassumed Ihe editorship following (I re
sented straightforwardly, takes as its
porredly bloodless coup) hes come out
starting point the existence of insects,
es. well. On the whole. it is excellent.
birds, small animals and reptiles. It is
Gwen begins with a.btief editorial on
interesting stuff from a young poet the bun&ion in ‘tiditors, wh!ch confrom whom till now little has been
cludes in Ott attack on Dove God&y in
heard and it is as evocative of moods
riposte for Godfry ‘J al&k on him in

JJeorS.
Umdated to this for the most per&
Wood&k has been writing II great
deal for the megazines IaMy. wilh
three excellent pieces eppeorbzg in
mpid SucceJJion in ‘literety jot+&.
l’he first is_ his editorial in Canadian
Literature SS, a review of The PoIitic~
of Literature: Dissenting Essays on
the Tea&ii of BngIii edited by
Louis Kampf and Paul Let&e which
refects Woodcockk airnimble antiinsh0utionel bent Another is his
poetic eulogy and letter on Emme
Goldman, the libertarian and feminist
who died.in exile in Toronto in 1940(
in the Hanukkah number of Jewish
Dialog. But tfte most remarkable piece

it the l&page “Fmgments From a
Tentfdiour Journal” in the new third
issue of Northern humey, an exciting . .
megazine the on& jiudt of which is its
inegula@v of public&ion 2lze Woodcock joumel. opparenrly kepr es tmim
ini for the writing of the memoirs, is o
jbscinating document for its imi&s
into Ihe person&y ond work habits
.
of this extmotdinany man and writer.
“‘How tedious end how pitifil,” he
writes of the link between permiss&.
ness and boredom in litemtum. “one
finds these sexual acm&s~ these
monomaniec j%ckers and fmtters. sarfi _
fing their swealy bolls under one’s
nose! Bells have their place, a yard.
away from the bmin.” N o r t h e r n
Journey is sumly rhe most entertninng
of the 1Me moguaines an@ the bestedited - it is edited in fmt like n big
megmine that just heppens to be little.
NOTES: HAS ANYONE ever considered the influence of typography on
schools of writing aqd vice versa and
the way inwhichvariouseditorscarry
their favourlte designs about with
IS
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from place to place or
as their intluenee spreads? William
Toye of Oxford University Press and

sometimes eye-w&king

them as they go

digraphy,

it (or the next issue) may be iiad
for $2.50 from Canada Goose, Culloquium Study, University of Leth-

Ivan Owen, f&“lerly with the sa”le
firm, ware among the founders of

. : . GUT, a grimey little
magazine edited from 201 Queen St.

bridge

Tmnumck and continue to be involved
with it. Tamamck’s typography- and

East, Toronto, by Alfred Rushto”. one
of the editors of Guerrilla Free Press

general style, down to the Rngllsh single quotes around double quotes, is
the same as that of a great many oxford books and certainly the most
representative ones. Similarly, tbe
Canadian I;ietion Magazine (with its
new iarue, number II, a perfectbound, quarterly-sized journal) bean a
strong resemblance to the books of
Sono Nis Press, the owner of which, J.
Michael Yates, and at least two of the
authon of which, Andreas Schroeder
and Michael Bullock, are all editors of
the magazine. In this case, however, it

is probably traceable to the large West
Coast printing house of Mods, which
also prints Canadian Litemture and the
urban studies with which Vticouvei
Unitirsity of British Columbia PRSS
poet George Pay& ls asroclated.
titles, aJl of which look a great deal
Proof Only can be obtained from Box
alike.
14, Station P, Toronto; Urban Reader
Canada Goose, a new poetry quar- fmm the Informatidn OtYlce, Social
terly, has published its first issue,
Planning Department. City Hall, 453
featuring work by westerners Dale West 12th Ave., Vancouver VSY lY4.
23~0th and Andy Suknaski. Edited
Both, appamntlv. are free. 0
D O U G FETHERLING
by peter Christensen and done-up in
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WITHOUT
THE ‘BEAST
WITt%l
.

and a sort of Canadian Maxwell

Bodenbebn figure, has published its
.seco”d issue. This in&ides poetry by
Hans Jewioski, the fabled poet-cop.
and Paulette Jiis, as well as fiction by
Rushton and reviews by Pe”“y Johnson and Ted Plaotoa. It is a damn sight
better than the previous issue of last
!pring, which may well have been the
west little magazine since Bust.. .
Otheis to be noted am Ptvof Ordy. a”
iconoclastic tabloid “monthly devoted
to writing about art In Ontario” and
edited by Coach Houser Victor Coleman; Ytd Urban Reader, a digest of
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ANIMALS WITH
HUMAN FACE&
A Guide to
Animal Symbolism
BERYL ROWLAND
University of Tennerse~Press
cloth $10.75:213p~

,
BERYL ROWLAND, PhD in English
from the University of British Columbia, is a professor at York’Univedty,
Toronto. Her new book was flawle+sly
typeset in North Carolina and produced in Mlchig with funds from the
Canada Council. The topic is not
national, of xomse, though there is a
cute conceit. in the foreword about
beavers and frogs. The workof North-

::

RBLENTLESS VERITY
IRREDUCXIBLE VERITE
Cpnadian Military Photogmphs
Since ISS~
ifmu RCIBERTSON

A s&ction of strikin

photographs
byCln&militaryp g, otograpbem,
beginningwithtbebattleofeatache

Tbt mt, in English and Fmncb, includu P brie! history of Canadian
military photography and biogmphiaofthe,jphotc.~pharqxesented. Witb 130 fu -page pbotographs. Sio+s

MIKE: VOL. 2, Ig48-‘gm ’
Tke Memoirs of the Rt. Hon.
LESTER B. PEAnsoN

.,

Volume z covers the yeur when

Wike’ war MP for Algoma East and
Mlnirler for External AIfaira. During this tine be was d+y In~olvcd
with NATO, the Kort.an War, the
Suez crisis, his official visit to Russia,
the UN, ~Iationr with the Us, and
the Nobd Purr Prize. C. P. Snow
wrote of Vol. I: ‘m~hcre are some of
the funniest memoirs pmduoed by
P man of action . . . c=rtainly wmc
of the but written.” Sr1.a

CHILDREN OF THE A R K
~RBARA rn:so~~ivrn and
NORMAN H*m@l

Plains Indian Life in 18 j7
ALFRED J. aWLLq

The authors have pbotogmpbed tbhs A young artist named AICed J.
youn of 31 species of birds, quad- Milk travelled _t in 1837 with P
rvpe $ and primates in zoos in -van of fur traders to tbc great
Canada and Britain whexx brezding annual rmdczvour . with Indian
m pwwvc these sped= in trappu% This magniificent voIumc
an appmxirmtion of their natural . includes 4~ .of his mtercolour~ of
habitats. Tat describer the indivl- Indians, buR5lo hunta, skirmishes,
dual animal babies, the tecbniquer and the 04 SQ~F of the mr
involved in their miring, and the denous. ‘llw paintings, reproduced
importance of prrwrvation. This in full colour, are accompanied by
bandsoms volume includes over 40 damiptions from MF jaud.
full-page photognplu. Sj-.gz
es.-
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two are imperfectly and sporadically
rap Frye and Jay Macphenon may
geous Ascesis. A pig means Saint
distinguished by Dr. Rowland.
foreshadow a Canadian school of
Anthony the Hermit because his
Symbols are powerful only in their
mytholognphlcal criticism but this ls
wdtten Life has him domesticating
own notational contexts: dream, one.
something else; funny pictures (55
myth; ritual, drama. Takbtg symbols
That’s a tradition for which a real
monochromes, with no indication of
guide would be possible and useful;
out into the light of reason by a mom
the texts they were otiginally attached
or less .ham-handed psychoanalysis exhaustive comparisons would reveal
to) and strange old notions about 37
makes them useful for moral purposes
the lost language that once expressed
real and 12 fictive beasts under 57
in logical contexts, but deprives them
an important part of the Eumpean
mmes arranged alphabetically. It is
of their original power; they become mentality. Such a guide would take
too small for the coffee-table trade,
mere emblems, compact “nits of inmom work but might not be a much
too expensive for the juvenile and too
bller book. One way to keep down
struction in sermons and iconography,
careless for the scholarly.
the size would be to eliminate all the
persuasive to those who have the key.
The title hints at sn essay on the
documents of stupid spite. LandMost of the medieval emblems,
tradition of animal emblems. That
mtimals eat and copulate much like
though, have other origins: mistaken
would be a worthwhile task and one
men, but without refinement; dozens
natural history, fanciful etymology,
for which plenty of. material is
of animals have been used in racist,
saints’ Lives. To cite two examples that
assembled here; but the author would
sexist and sectarian vililication, but no
Dr. Rowland needed but missed:
have to stick to one tradition, refrain
Isidore of Seville derives mstol handbook is needed to explicate their
from speaking for Primitive Man and
monotonous meaning, “beastly”. 0
(beaver) from mstmre (to geld) and
avoid confusion between the symbolic
reports that the beast .bites off its
and arbitrary values of images. Drr
testicles and leaves them to the ‘Daniel Williman, LMS. PhD, is a selfRowland’s subtitle embodies exactly
hunter, who only wanted the oil in employed professor of medieval hirthat confusion. It also expresses the
them; so the beaver stands for Chum- tory [n Toronto.
author’s desire to be take” seriously a~
a “secondary source”; but she chose
too few materials. too whimsically,
and stumbled too much, to be followed by any but the desperate scholar.
She dips into the classical and
medieval reservoir of orderly and
authoritative (if usually mistaken)
natural history and etymology and
comes up with only a few odd frag
ments, some of which she misunderi THE FASCINATING WORLD OF NEW BRUNSWICK
stands. The 12th-century grammarian
STUART TRUBMAN; Mcclelkrndand Stewrt
Alan of Lille, for example. in Ids
Rlustmtions by Tom AntheJ:do~b $7.95: 191 pages
Complaint, of Mahm, describes 23 ~
animals embroidered on Mother
Nature’s robe. Most of the beasts are
m&wed bv Susan Rice
treated in Dr. Rowland’s book, but she
uses Alan’s Latin text for only two,
Ass and Camel. and gets its meqning
IN THIS BoOK Stuart Trueman, John Flemmlng, founder of the Kindwrong in both eases. She finds
former editor of the Saint John Tele- ness Clubs, or glassblower Martin
crocodile tears meaning hypocrisy in
graph Journal and Evening Time.+ Demabte. he should have allowed these
Asterius, but that bishop really said
Globe, brings together under one cover people to tell their own interesting
that the crocodile weeps when it bites
a few of the colourful characters and stories. In some cases tap&recorded
off a man’s head because there’s not
places of his native province. l7te
interviews could have been edited to
much meat on that part. She thinks
Fesciwtiti World of New BrunsMck fit the requirements of the book.
that the Roman coin called an IIJ
fails to fascinate, however, but one can
At fmt glance, this book might
(fmm the Creek heis, a unit) was
scarcely blame this on the subjects of appear to be a sort of travel guideYi%e
named for ass-like behaviour and that
Trueman’s chapters. In bis selection he
four maps, identical but with difthe Creek gods collectively are cslled . covers the province ressonably wall,
ferent mutes einpbasized, might in
the Parthenon. She has two inaccurate
gets off the beaten track a bit, and
fact even trick a few tourists into
etymologies for lupercet which she
introduces a good mixture of crafts- buying a copy for the glove compartuses without reconciling them, she
lien, Acadians and businessmen. The ment. Misguided they would be; while
reads the Greek letters onokoitds 8s if
problem lies iq his method of presentthey might fmd their way to Grand
they were Latin, Onokotl~, and she
ing the people and places. The interMansn Island, fog and all, they might
gives one careful Latin reading fmm
views seem awkward, often painfully
not fmd thei way off the island until
the Greek Septuagint. And an alert
so when the author’s sometimes saveml chapters later - weather pereditor should have caught “‘a yardstick
mitting. There is quite a bit of
purposefully naive questions are
whereby to elicit information” and
included. Mr. Tmeman should have geographical jumping about in the
“ability to carry off animals and
brought his long experience of editing
book, and the maps don’t help. Them.
people at one swoop of its talons”.
to bear on the material. Instead of the
should have been one good clear,
Meaningful animal images are of stilted accounts of conversations with
over-all map of New Brunswick bxludtwo kinds, symbols and emblems; the
New Brunswickers such a6 Mrs. Hugh
ed at the beginning ofthe book. w-

THE GOLDEN’l?OAD
TO FREDERICTON
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scale, detailed maps should have’

VALIANT MEN: Canada’s Victoria and George Cross Winners
ed. by John Sweltenham
“For those who still believe in
heroism and to whom bravery is
a virtue rather than a folly, this is
a book of rare substance”.
Wain King, Ottawa Journal
%Z_ip:, 1.50 photos, 4 in colour,

CANADA INVADED by George
F.G. Stanley
“A must for history buffs. Too
many Canadians do not know or
have forgotten that this country
was invaded by U.S. Forces”.
Daily Gleaner, Fredericton
xiv, 186 pp., 156 illus., 7 maps.
$8.95 cloth

THE LAST WAR DRUM by
Deemond Morton
This is the best book yet produced on the military events of
the North West Uprising . . ” C.P. Stacey, Globe and Mail.
“The chief pleasure of Desmond
Morton’s book is his ability to
convey a certain sense of what it
was like to be there . .” - Robert
Fulford, Montreal Star.
xxii, 193 pages,, $9.00 cloth.
’

AVAILABLE IN THE HISTORY SECTION OF ALL GOOD
300KSTORES.
DISTRIBUTED BY HAKKERT, 554SPADlNA CRESCENT,
TORONTO, CANADA M5S 2J9

covered all the main spots desmibed,
such as Saint John, St. Andrews and
Grand Maoao. The repetition of the
same blsignificant map four times
seems rather futile.
Howder, the weakest thing about
this book is the completely uncrit@al
way Mr. Truemao approaches his subject. Really, there musl be a few things
wrong with New Brunswick, or why
do so many of its young people free its
borders every year for other parts of
Caoada? Such an important social
question as tti is passed over cotiuely
by the author who seems content to
note that at least many people return
to New Bnmswick in retirement.
There are no hints, either, of the dircontent caused in many quarters by
the ever-enlarging empire of “famed
industrial piant” I$C. Irving, or of the
special problems that must be encountered by the Micmac and Maliseet
Indians. Also along this line, I would
like to know many more details. For
example: How much money perhour
do the 150 girls working at freezing
and canning fresh lobster at Ricbibucto Cape make?
The closest the author corn= to
real criticism is in his chapters o* the
city of Saint John, and the old Saint
John market - obviously subjects dear
to his heart. He lashes out in quite a
salty’ manner at “the bright young
bland-faced bow-tied planning
exp+s” (from Upper Canada OI the
U.S., of course) who wanted to tear
down the old market building. One
wishes that he had been able to work
up enough fury to include in his attack
those (native New Bruoswickers as
well as outsiders) who wish to tear
down the rest of old Saint John as
well. Regrettably, however, the author
notes with seeming pride that “Saint
John is casting off the dolorous image
of a quaint, aging. rock-ribbed seaport” (surely the very ‘qualities that
are great about the place?), and that
there are such signs of “progress” as a
throughway in the heart of the
city, a few skyszrapen, and a rising
population, expected to double in 15
years. Oh dear! Soon New Brunswick
won’t even be a nice place to retire to.
The photographic quality of the
numerous illustrations tiy Tom Antbes
makes one worider why photographs
themselves were not used. 0
S&n Rice is 1111 arcl&st working bz
Toronto. Although an Upper Cani
dim, she studied at the University of
New Bmnswick, and has a native New
Bnmswicker son. born In Saint John.
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CATHOLIC
CONTENDER
HOME SAFELV TO ME
BARRY DICKSON
Houw of Anmi
cloth 5695. ~aperS195: 144PWS
reviewed by&my

hk&$in

LIKE OTHER first novelists (ti well as
would-be novelists who, while never
writing a word, recall in secret and foi
company the trials and terrors of their
childhood), Barj Dickson, another
expatriate from the world of boyhood,
has chosen his otin thinly disguised
youth for his first novel. Michael
Harris, the under-a&i&g, oyerchubby, near-contender of Home
Safe& To fife is no Danny Fisher or 1
Duddy Kravitz. Hailing from less difficult cities than New York or
Montreal, he’s a sensitive, guilt-ridden
near-adolescent who escapes the seals
of racial or ethnic exclusion but suffers all the same from a less cqmplicated but equally dreary Canadian
p o v e r t y . _
For Barry Dickson writes well
about the oersonal side of uovertv.
Not the hat&she1 realities of ~meri&
slum or ghetto life but the simpler
facts of being poor in post-war Ottawa
or Toronto where one% interests
revolve around food and rent. Dickson’s version of street life isn’t exactly
attractive but to him the obligatory
addict seems more eicenttic than
commonplace, the numbers more
shameful than profitable and little
Michael more self-conscious than
iwY.

“We always had dogs that had fits
or were killed by cats,” Michael
remembers in his opening lines as if in
dire orediction ofall tbe other unfulfilled promises of his young life. A
product of a nicely deprived Catholic
famUy desperately clinging to a longgone respectability, Michael, shunted
fmm a bleary-eyed mother to a
querulous and carousing father,
watches the members of his family
slipping into sin, bearing children without marriage and living without the
sacraments.
“Be a success,” his mother urges as
she ships him off to Ottawa for another stay with his father. But
Michael’s concerns, lie those of all

children, especially the ones who lack
the refinements to cover life’s
crudities, are mainly visceral. He eats
four hamburgers soaked in a revolting
mess of mustard and ketchup, lusts
tier marshmallows and with a wisdom
and insight that reflects the hopelessness of his adult’s world, describes the
secret body functions children wonder
about and notice in others.
The novel, written from the point
of view and memory of a young boy,
succeeds in a spare and simple style in
reclipturing t$ fears, moral dilemmas
and awkwardness of being young, poor
and unwanted. Michael thinks he is
weak and inedmpetent. Shuffled
about, bullttd and ignored, he comes
to realize he is strong because of his
many weaknessw. After much sniffling, Michael is on his own and Barry
Dickson has a winner on his hands
after all. The responses of a scared
child growing up in an alien and inconsistent world ring true. Fathers punch
out mothers, faces bleed and children
go under. In this case, the Barry
Dickson behind the Michael Harris
survived to tell the tale. 0

COOKING
THE
FORMULA
THE DEVIL’S LIGHTER
JOHNBALLml
General hbltiing
cloth 57.95; 237-s
i

s

~vlewcd by David Siabotsky
MODERN BUSl.l&SS and modem
fiction together have created new
mythologies. Like the myths of
antiquity, they are direct responses to
real anxieties. An example of this can
be seen in the formula big-business
novels:
Anxiety: Corporate power is remote, inhuman. Myth: Corporations
are run from the boardroom. true; but
the boardroom is run from the bedroom. Moral: Not to worry; when the
seventh corporate veil is lifted, the
flesh behind is all too human indeed.
The LIevil’r LjghW is another telling of the myth, another expodof the
much+xpos$ theme that big business

_._ __.-.__ _ .._._.._ ._ ._._-,__.-._ ___

is rotten bebind its respectable veneer.
The novel’s greatest virtue Lies in its
setting - the Canadian oil bidustry. If
any’business in the country cries out
to be mythologized, this is the one.
And at a.time when dil has come to
symbolize not only wealth and power
but life itself, the fever for black gold
creates a natural theatre for the
murder-mystery novel author John
BaUen had in mind.
Unfortunately, the iesult is dist;pointiF Instead of the high-powera&on-packed tbriier BaUem
attem
ed, Lighter is much, much
‘pfindeed.
lighter
Neither slick nor sleek
like the U.S. prototype that is its
model, it comes off like a potboiler
barely maintaining a steady bubble.
The story is roughly divided into
gvd guys Rod Fraser (handsome,
young geologist trying to find his way
through the oil patch without getting
tainted by the corporate stain) and
“Mac” Macpherson (gruff, old dman,
last of the wildcat drillers), and bad
guys Frederick Lazarus (fell in love
with a lafly’s heavenly body and paid
an orthodontist $12,000 to fix her
deformed mouth) and Luke Willard
(Nova Scotia black plotting with Laza- .
m to blow uo the Fraser-Macuherson
oil
well). Between.the good and the bad falls
the shadow (usually naked) of
Melinda. a beautiful nvmohomaniac
who is ; bri&e oyer tro;bid plotters,
flying out to the northern Alberta oil
ftild and warning Rod that her busband is planning to murder him. As
they sit in a tlwk on the makeshift
airstrip, Melinda confesses that she has.
come closer to loving him than any
other man, but that she can never love
because she was raped when still a girl
.(lO to be exact) and has been figid
ever since (sic). Maybe that explains
why she tries harder. Back at the airport hotel she seduces her Eskimo
bush pilot. Melinda’s clich&idden
presence ia ended when she crashes her
pale-pink mustang into a tree, alao killing her ineffectual, dildo-toting husband. A most unregrettable demise on
both counts.
BaUem is best by the derrick, describing the actual drilling process. His
prose is convincing, informative, interesting. One of the most successful
chapters explains how Willard creates a
giant bomb by drilling into a natumlgas deposit - just far enough so it
won’t blow up until the next shift
comes on. The explosion and the
inferno that follow are the “devil’s
lighter” of the title.:
19
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familiar order: the imperatives of
politics and personal ambition.
of being profound, and there is no
He fmt convIucI”gly dismisses the
evidence the author intended it to be.
logic of using systems analysis to guide
However, in settling for superficial
the course of research. Systems
psychology and primitive motivation,
analysis seeks to provide estimates of
Baliem has sabotaged what could have
the costs and .benefits of alternative
been excitig fiction. In attempting a
projects. Yet studies of previoudy
novel in the formula class (which this
successful research projects - insulin,
certainly is), Ballem should have used
his mechanic’s checklist and verified if . radar, and television, for example his story was tight (negative), fastreveal no common pattern of initiation,selection, and funding. “The time
moving (negative), compelling
and place of emerge”ce of superior
(negative). Ballem has not bee” hard
research types is not within the conenough on himself. In sparing the rod,
trol of granting agencies.” In ignoring
he has spoiled his novel. And about
this elementary principle, the
that oil well Rod is drilling throughout
managers appear more interested in
the book - it doesn’t pay off either.
good accounting than good science.
And with good reason. Unliie
David Stabotsky ir a Toronto wtiter
scie”tists,
the authority and salties of
whose work has been produced bY
administrators does not increase with
CBC Television and Radio.
the quality of research, but with the
expansion of their organization. After
the Glassco Commission, the Treasury
Beard began funding projects on how
well their performance could be predieted, quantified, and measured.
Because the outcome of reseaich .is
inherently unpredictable, to secure
THE CHAINING OF funds .for their departments, managers
must favour engineering where they
PROMETHEUS:
can more readily apply the Treasury
Evolution. uP a Power Board standards. This is precisely what
Structure for Canadian the Lamontagne Committee recomScience mended.
Moreover, &ny scheme for rationalI? RbtVALD HAYES
ly selecting priorities in research and
UniverJity of i%mttto Fiws
development (R&D), must compete
doltI $1100; Zl7wgcs
with powerful and entrenched political
blocks pushing their own sets of
priorities. Professor Hayes identifies
&eewed bv David Groskind
Canada’s current priorities as. medial
“WE HAUE HAD in Canada a compulresearch, &Wary science, and industrial technology. Medical research has
sive desire to dve ourselves a national
such strong support that it receives
spence PO@,” writes F. Ronald
more money than the available number
Hayes, Killam Professor of Environof medical researchers can strictly
mental Science, Dalhousie University.
dpend. The surplus funds spill over
In examining both the compulsion and
into basic march in biochemistry
the policy, he describes how 1960
which has a” arguable if marginal
brought the end of the congenial era
association with medicine. As a side
of simply givvinp grants to reputable
scientists with good ideas. The Royal
effect, this spill-over draws scientists in
search of grants into biochemistry and
Com”lksio” 0” Gover”“Ient orgaldaation (the Glaasco Commission) and
away from other, perhaps more
later the Special Committee of the
important fields. In military research,
Senate on Science Policy (the
the willingness of the U.S. military to
lamontagne Committee) both propoe
buy military products made in Canada
often determines allocation of research
ed administering Canadian science in
imit$tion of business. Professional’ funds rather than Canadian military
needs. As for industry, Prof. Hayes
managers under the Treasury Board
bluntly describes thd problem as “‘how
began supplanting scientists and systo become competitive in world trade
terns analysis replaced the desultory
allocation of funds. I” zfu? chaini”g of and thus attain a standard of living
Rotnetheus, Prof. Hayes looks behind comparable to that of the United
States”. Here, however, his analysis
the new rational order of the
falters.
mandarins and exposes a” older, more
No one will ever accuse this novel
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He notes that America” branch
plants have supplied Canada with
advanced technology at low costs, that
American-owhed firm perform 44%
of R&D in Canada, and that Canadian .
firms do only half the R&D of
foreign-owned firms. He snidely concludes t,hat in R&D, “there is no
evidence to support a thesis of
American tiploitation of the local
peas~ts”. Yet the export strength of
a” industrial society depends upon its
abiity to develop new products and
cost-saving devices. When multinational corporations produce these
innovations in Canada for use by the
American economy then it is indeed
exploitation. Even worse, Prof. Hayes
blithely predicts the end of U.S.
technological dominance because of
the collapse of U.S. currency, the
extravagant waste of the war in
Vietnam, and increasingly intense
competition t?om Germany and Japan.
Nevertheless, he remains unalarmed by
the ties of Canadian research to a
stagnating empire.
“The development of channels of
escaping from a permanent branchplant relation with our great neighbor
forms the heart of contemporary
Canadian planning in scte”ce and
much else.” If Prof. Hayes disputes the
necessity of this goal, hestill provides
a” incisive critique of the methods
currently used ‘to achieve it. “The
planners look to sqmething equivalent
to the well-planned Panzer attack that
overran France in 1940. I would look
rather toward the guerilla type of
action by smaller units that defeated
the U.S. forces in Vietnam.” He would
divide scientists into two classis and
fund them accordingly: those who are
capable of original basic research and
those who work best under the discipline of a pm-determined set of
goals. Instead of the reorganization of
present funding institutions. he recommends using existing authorities. He
masons that no budaycratic configuration can protiuce major advances on
demand and. that political eonsiderations, rather than supposedly iudependent committees, set major goals.
Thus, while analyzing Canadian
science policy, Prof. Hayes provides a
unique approach to the working of the
Canadian political system, an approach
that might prove interesting to readers
otherwise unconcerned with the
course of Canadian science. 0
David Gmkind. a former marwement

consultant. now is a commercial

photogmpher in Toronto.
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A PICTORIAL HISTOFlY,OF
THE DOUKHOBORS
KOOZMA J. TARASOFF

. . . in a style that lwnblds me of my
Irish grandmother’s cooking, Richard
Barton, James Joyce’s bouillsbaisse
and my youxlger days in Indii.”
Kildm Dobbs

More than 700 rare photos, 1; drawings, po&ry and an 8
page colour section, trace the history of the Doukhobor ptiople from the early days in Russia through to modern times. It
is a critical history, an in-depth study, of a people whdse true
achievements have too often been obscured by the sentitionalism of a few:An important addition to the home or
classroom library, and certainly interesting reading for every
Canadian.
280 pp., hardcover
$9.95

“Significantly within the trend of
Canadians writers who . . . ”
Robert Fulford

. . . . . truly magnificent language but;
no, not for use this year . . . unless the.
Canada Council . . . I’
A pmminent Gmadion publiaht?r
Y

MEN
AGAINST
THE DESERT

‘6 . . . enjoyed the fiction. If you can
convert it to s factual article, keep it
light and mention Saskatchewan, we’d
be pleased.”
MacIt?nn’r
“Sorry, we can? div$e our reasons.”
.MEN AGAINST THE DESERT
“The central character manages to
survive.:
A learned pmfesmr

JAMES H. GRAY
c-. . . ‘-.. .‘- . .- -..

I

“Next year when the book is being
remainder, ~wwoukl be interested.”
A leading bookselhv

“Sorry, no.”

4

-

The great drought of the 30s left behind-acres of dusty land
and it was only through the mutual efforts of farmers,
&ie’ntists end other dedicated people that the prairie land was
returned to productivity. This is their story, one of triumph
over’the adversities of Nature.
256 pp., illustrated, hardcover
$5.95

“No money now, but I think the
popularization of your work would
benefit you.”
An anthologist
“who?”

.

A Gwedtnn reader

A NEW HISTORY OF CANADA
Compiled by Richard Howard, Jacques LaCoursiBre, Claude
Bouchard.
A 15 volume set for children. Over 1400 pages many with
full colour illustrations. First published in French, .now
available in English.
English,or French edition - $29.25

Beok manager
GERALD LAMPERT

BRITNELL’S
BOOKSHOP
requires mature full .
time sales clerk
knowledge of books essent+l
Please reply by letter only,
detailing experience.
The Albert Britnell
Booksbop
765 Yonge .??I.
Toronto M4W 266
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SAANES Publications Limited

Box 4054
Toronto, Ont.
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PERMTEST

boudoirs of Nicholas Lnupos is a just
rebuttal-on hls part to the view of
male hairdressers as effeminate freaks
at best and mincing fags at wont.
There is a seose of poetic.justice F
Loupes, the comb-wleldllg Casanova,
making off with the wives of men who
call him a “‘goddamn queer”. Although
Loupes is the first to admit that much
of his cocksure success is based on
reaplog the rewards of despair - that is
to say. the dlssatiifactlon of hls clients

THE HAPPY
HAIRDRESSERMImoLAsLom&
Simon &Schuster
Dmer S1.50: 175 T. S. ELIOT IN HIS elegant, measured
despair, declared that the world would
end “not witli a bang but a whimper’.
Xaviera Hollandcr took this premise
one step further and said the world
. would end with a bang and a whimper
- of ecstasy, of course. Now Nicholas
Loupes, alias The Happy Hairdresser,
tells us the world will end with a bang
and a whimper and a permanent.
In hls often adolescent narrative,
Loupes answers the question “Does
she or doesn’t she?” with a msoundllg
yes. He portrays the loner sanctum of
the hair salon as a pool of squirming
eroticism where women (broadly
classified in three main groups: the
good, the bad, and the lovely) come to
wash one man (husband, boyfriend)
out of their halx to make mom for
another - their halrdreeer.

CUPID'S
MISSES

In alI falln~, this innocent, silly-’
romp through the bedrooms and

with tbei own men at home. Whatever
their legitimate partners can’t provide,

their hairdressers can and do, enough
to warrant a ‘happy” on the title.
Since we have yet to hear from The
Happy Plumber, The Happy Funeral
Director, The Happy Dog Catcher, et
al, there, i! stii not enough material in
<o make any broad analysis of this
bloaomlng literary genre. According
to Loupes, bowever, the hairdresser+slover & simply perfectii other men’s
failures, a modest and merry recycling
of human’emotloos. If all that Loupes
says is true, the vast mcycllng now In
progress indicates a certain energy
&i&s of the highest order.
DAVID SLABOTSKY

GE?-TI.NG-AWAY
CAROLYN GRAssER
Ladysmith .
Pwm 3?wBcr
IN HBR BOOK of poems, Carolyn
Crasser never gets away from the basic
aw$.%ies, fears and disappointments
that form the tiatrlx of her work.
There is never more than a brief respite. from the facts of life, tice
dreams, illuioos, even hope @ke a
house .of car&, no matter bow carefully constructed) are always fragile,
precarious, doomed. For Crasser, the
factsof life, reality, are mocklog. destructive, yet possessed of a decadent,
morbid grace.
The great getting-away of the title
poem is li wish that we can only pre
some will never be fidtllled, since most
of Crasser’s work in this book is pmoccupied with the failures of love.

GETTING ITALLTOGETHER .
FORSPRING -AUTO GUIDE 1974 by J. Duval
Caneda’s Leading Car Authority

$4.95 pb.

- HOLLYWOOD BABYLON ,
by Kenneth Anger
An Expose 75,000 1st printing

- INDIAN LEGENDS OF CANADA
by Claude Melancon
The Story of Twelve Tribes
$4.95 pb.

$13.9&.

- THE COCAINE PAPERS
by Sigmund .Freud
$8.95 t.

Banned for many years

- PHASE OF DARKNESS
by Robin Moore

*

$8.95 t.

Author of The French Corm&ion

- YUKON SUMMER by E. Cantin
$7.95 t.

One Man’s Adventure

-THE CANADIAN CENTURY
_
by A.J.M. Smith
A Century of Canadian .Literature
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The book can sometimes lapse
into over indulgence and moments of
self-pity, but much of it is a sensitive
portrayal of loneliness and frustration
in fhe search for, performance, and racollection of love. Grasser’s is a confidence and trust that has bean hurt by
its first experiences, wiser and shyer
n o w , questiiniog, concarned, and
brooding. As a book. l%e Greet
Getting-Auvzy is a simple, sincere and
often moving evocation of the loss of
innocence. Gnsseer writes of what she
has lost and shows us at the same time
how much she has pined, nol only as
a human being but as an artist. In this,
regard, vary little has gotten away, and
that is very good.
DAVID SLABOTSKY

HOX’ IT
WK IN
SODA CREEK
THE DAYS OF AUGUSTA
MARY AUGUSTA TAPPAGE EVANS
Edited by Jean Spare
J.J. Dougkls
cloth $6.95; illusmted: 80 pgm
rcriewed by

Glennis zibn

AN UNLIKELY NEWCOMER as a
poet is Mary Augusta Tappage Evans;
86, granddaughter of a Shuswap
Indian chief. Call her a poet to her

faca and you’d likely get an angry
look, than a cheerful cackle. Nevarthelass, Augusta’s primitive poems make
an impact - a litenry Grandma Moses.
pe’L?ays of Augasta, B slim volume
of blank verse, sh&t Indian tales and
beautiful black-and-white photographs
is not really Augusta’s, but a coilaborative effort.
Probably books ware far f r o m
Augusta’s mind the summar day in.
1972 when she stopped by a craft
booth at the Williams Laka stampede
grounds to tell local howwife and
writer Jean Speare ‘how it used lo be
in the old days”. Aided by tape racordings;Mrs. Speare wrote them down.
For many of them, she used
Augusta’s lilting phrasings, resulting in
a blank versa that evokes dreamy tones
of an old woman looking back behind
her eyes into memory and dascribii
the wants.
fife for Augusta has been harsh.
Although she never travelled far from
the Soda Craak area pf the Cariboo
country of the B.C. interior,’ she
travelled a long time with her eyes
seeing the realisms of life., death and
nature. And the blank varsa achieves
the power of a muffled drum as the
sheer poetry of her language creeps up
in soft moccasin feet in the repetitive
sounds and syllables of a born storyteller.
Vancouver photographer Robert
K&era spent two weeks with Augusta
at her summer cabii catching a variety
of her moods and they add graatly to
the book. 0

Giennir Zilm 1s 0 fmehnce writer and
broadcanter in Vmzcouver.
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STORIES FROM THE
PIERRE BERTON SHOW
TheSinklngoftheI’mAlone
How the Depression Hit the West
The Exodus of the Japanese
,ll” P0tr.m

Based on the Pierre Berton
Show’s “The History We Lived
Through” progmms, these three
titles by Jan Patton examine
prohibition. the depression, and
World Wz,r II 1s see” by ($nr
dims from 111 walks of life.
Ibperbachs $1.49 each
THE PIECED QUILT
A North American Design
Tradition

Jon&nn Ho/s&in

Homemade quilts as ilrt in a ’
colourhd picture book with
text by a leading North Americiln authority. $19.95
IN THE FLESH
Gmqe Bowring
A new collection by the 1969
winner of the Governor-GenenI% Award for Poetry, in the
style of Touch, Rocby Mounloin Foot and other collections
of his wrse., $295
A CHOICE OF DREAMS
Joy Kqow
Paems reflecting a Japanese

Candlan’r return to her homeland. early life in I 8. C. wartime camp. and ccmtemponry
life in North America. $2.95

THE DISINHERITED ..

Matt Cohen

Cohen’s longwaited novel of
the land and its impct on a
family dynasty.. . of individual
d$jia md ancesfnl memoner.

LORD NELSON TAVERN
Ray Smith
From the author of Cbpe 6%
ton Is the Thoqbt Contml
Centre of Cam&a, a startling
new+ wrltten with 1 great
~8n; sznsm of the biz,arre.
THE LARK IN THE CLEAR
AIR
Dennis T. PatrIck Seam
A two-fisted. bawdy, Irish
novel from one of the rrwt
arrestjng?nd orlghml new
;ov&ts m many a reason.

PATfERNS OF ISOLATION
John Mw
An original and informative

look at over 200 years of
Canadian tistion, the people
who wrote and continue to
write it - b the managglng
editor of the Ioumal of Cmm
dhm Fiction. $4.95

A LIVING PROFIT
Studi- in the Social Hlsto o f
Canadian Busirws. 1883-l!ly11
Micbael Blip
The mood. mentality and.every-

day life of the Canadian business
communit at the turn of the
cemwy. r
3.95

THE ANATOMY OF POVERTY
The Condition of the Working
Class in Montreal, 1897-1929
Terry C&q
A close examin& of how

one class bore poverty while a
;ljySnd this n.?tmn prospered.
THE NATIONAL DREAM
THE LASTSPIKE
lllurrnted in blow and
Abridad bv the Author
Aem3ertin
Two great Canadian classics,
abridged by the author and
combined with 96 pager of
colour photographs fmm the
C8C’r multi-million dollar
pmduction. $4.95
CHILDREN
OF THE UNICORN
The Story of the Irish Rovers
w,,, M,,,or
The lively, ragwxiches story
of the bnrh md deli&tful
Irish folk singerr who have
captured the hearts of millions.
Fully illustrated with photo
from shorn and cohcerts.
$5.95
NINETY SEtiONS
Contemporary Poems from
the Marltimes
Robert Gibbs 6
Robert Cockburir, Eds.
Poems that rirq with the di+

tins& magic, mmgery and
perspective of a people footed
m the land m4 boupd by the
rea. $8.95
ENOUGH ROOM FOR JOY
lean Vanier’r L’Arshe:
A Message for Our Time
li7mer Bill uorhe, 3. .

J

Foreword by Jean un,er
L’Arche . . . where the mental-

ly handicapped md the nonhandlupped live md work for
the communal good. A v&mteer tells the stqry of m experiment in Fnnce which continuer
to spread hope throughout the
rest of the world. Illustrated
with photos. $350~~.
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CONTINENTAL COMMUNITY
Independence and Inte8mtion
inNorth America

in the forest. CouIry. parks.

or in backyards -- here Is the
one essential handbook. $10.08

Edited by P. Lyon, Andrew
Axline, & Mwreen M&t
A wntroversial collectIon of

THE APPRENTICESHIP OF
DiJDDY KRAVITZ
Film Edltion/lllustrated
Mordemi Ricbfer
A special tilm edition of the
Canadian classic with 32 pages
of stills fmm the movie. $Z.gSpu.

articles that examine the nztion’l drift into claw inte IItlon with the U.S., and POlgnt
the way to mtionrl policler.
$4.93 pa
THE MACKENZIE PIPELINE
;;rc; Gas md National Energy
peler Fmrse
The energy crisis and the
exploi)ation of Canada’s northern resodrcer. examined. analr
xd, and criticized from &I .
economic standpoint by one
of our best knorm economists.
$4.95 pa.

SEASON ON THE PLAIN
Fmnklln Russell

The author of Watchers a the
hnd and Searcher ot the Gulf
turm his attention to the wild
mJaty of Afriu’r grr;lt upland
equatorlal plrins. $10.00 i
RAVENSCRAG

;;;i$~ADIAN WRITER’S

The Allan Royal Mail Line
7homm E. A&&m
The rtorq of Sir Hugh Allan.

. . . . . . . . . _.

Third Edition, Revised
Ellem Gmzdmm
An expanded, updated aqd
revised edition of a bot.sclling
book that hlr becomea must
for veteran and novice writers.
M95F.l.

the infamous Pacific Scandal,
and much mqre captum an
em when the Allan line of rail
and steamships dominated the
Atlantic and altered the coune
of Acadian history. lllurtrated
with nre photographs. S10.9S

AFRICVILLE
The Life md Death of il
Canadian Black Community

STRESS
Dr. Hans Se/ye

D. H. Oblrmont d: Dennis Mqi,,
A critiul book about urban

problems, redevelopment and
relocation examines the history
of Halifax’s Africville. #X95

INTERNATIONAL STALLIONS
AND STUDS
Mkhml Seth-Smith
A book about the eleven mmt
hmousand important stallIons
and stud horses in the world.
Illustrated with solour phom
graphs. $12.50
THE DIVINERS
Mqret Lounncc
Fmm the internationally celb
bnted author of The Stone
A@, A Jest of God, and 7he
l%wEwcl~~, 1 major new
novel ta be published simultaneously in Tomnto, New
York and London. $8.9S
An RCA recording, vocal and
itar, of four origlnal song
g Ill Mar@ret ~urence’r Ilo@
77re Divirlars. $1.25

In I society where strus and
svaln have become L way of
life, the causes and the way
they we handled become mrtters of survival for individuals
and nations. A new book by
the director of Montreal\
Institute of Experlmenml
Medicineand Surgery. $69S
TIMELIGHT
R&b Sk&on
A milrterful explontion of
myth, reality, memory, desire.
and dream in the poetry of
Robin Skeltaq. #695
IN PRAISE OF HANDS
Cantemponry Cnftr Around
the World
Ocm&, Ibz and James PInut
wRk Setty Chfid
More than 300 scdour and

bllck md white photographs
of textiles, ceramics, metalwork, jerellery, and glasswork
from SS counttier of the rmrld.
Text b the renowned Mexican
poet. r 1750

~~~~~~~~ WILDLIFE AN D
Anne Inn&
For anyone??
w o soma into
contact with blr$r and animals
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